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Chapter One  
 
1. Introduction 
 


This chapter gives an overview of the study by explaining the problem that was 


investigated. The importance and the benefits of the study are explained. The 


aim of the study was to investigate the success of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme projects on farms allocated under the Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural Development in the Waterberg District of the 


Limpopo Province.  


 


1.1 Problem Statement  
 


The Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture and National Department of 


Agriculture have responsibilities that need to be fulfilled. The mission of the 


Department of Agriculture is to lead and support sustainable agriculture and 


promote rural development. According to research done in the Mpumalanga 


Province by Dladla and Associates, most of the Land Redistribution for 


Agricultural Development projects have failed to meet their objective, namely to 


be commercially and economically viable. The researcher thus intended to 


investigate the factors influencing the success of the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme projects on farms allocated under the Land Redistribution 


for Agricultural Development farms in the Waterberg district of the Limpopo 


Province. Common constrains that are faced by the Land Redistribution for 


Agricultural Development beneficiaries are mainly poor management, that is, bad 


planning, organizing, leading, and control. The Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme was thus initiated to assist Land Redistribution for 


Agricultural Development farmers. 


 


1.2 Aims and Objectives of the Study 
1.2.1 Aims 
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The aim of the research was to determine the factors influencing the success of 


the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme projects on farms allocated 


under the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development programme in the 


Waterberg district of the Limpopo Province. 


 
1.2.2 Objectives  
 
The objectives of study were: 


i. To determine factors influencing the success of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme projects on farms allocated under the 


Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development farms 


ii. To suggest recommendations for the improvement of the implementation 


of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. 


 


1.3 Importance or Benefits of the Study 
 
The research will hopefully benefit the National Department of Agriculture, 


Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture, the Department of Land Affairs 


and farmers in the Waterberg district as well as in the Limpopo Province and 


South Africa. The National Department of Agriculture has project coordinators 


who are monitoring the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme for the 


whole of South Africa. After having completed the research, the researcher 


intends to make a presentation to the National Department of Agriculture to 


which, project coordinators will be invited.  


 
1.4 The Delimitations of the Study 
  
This study focused only on the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme 


projects on farms allocated under the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development in the Waterberg district of the Limpopo Province. 
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The farmers and the municipal managers in the Waterberg District were included 


in the sample for this study. The study thus excluded farmers that are not funded 


by the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. 


 


1.5 Chapter Layout 
 
 Chapter 1: Problem Statement, Aims and Objectives of the Study 
The introduction consists of a brief history of the Land Redistribution for 


Agricultural Development and Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. 


The core problem, aims and objectives of the study are discussed in this chapter. 


 


Chapter 2: Literature Survey  
This chapter will consist of literature survey including secondary data as well as 


literature related to an analytic base for the investigating the problem. 


 


Chapter 3: Research Design 
This chapter presents the research design. A case study approach was followed. 


 


Chapter 4: Analysis of Data and Interpretation 
This chapter focuses on the results, analysis and interpretation of the data 


gathered during the research process. 


 


Chapter 5: Recommendations and Conclusion 
This chapter includes the summary, conclusion and recommendations of the 


study based on the research and secondary data resources. It also incorporates 


the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme policy recommendations to 


the provincial and National Departments of Agriculture. 


 
1.6 Summary  
 
The final chapter outlines the literature survey that is relevant to the study. 
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Chapter Two 
 
2. Literature Survey 
 
2.1 Introduction  
 
This chapter contains the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development in 


various countries. The main aim of the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development programme is to redress the imbalances of land ownership, which 


arise from the previous government and its policies. A person who qualifies to 


purchase farms through the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development 


programme is a previously disadvantaged person, that is, an African, Coloured 


and Indian. If a person belongs to a previously disadvantaged group and that 


particular person works for the government he/she does not qualify to be funded 


by the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development programme (A sub-


programme of the Land Redistribution Programme, 2000:5).  Research done in 


the Mpumalanga Province by Dladla and Associates revealed, the reality that 


most of the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development projects have failed 


to be sustainable and economically viable.  


 


2.2 Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development Programme in South 
Africa 
 
Land reform is divided into three sub-programmes, which are redistribution 


programmes, restitution and tenure reform. The redistribution programme 


consists of Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development settlement and non-


agricultural enterprises. The aim of the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development programme is to avail land to people for agricultural programmes 


which must develop into viable and sustainable farming operations. The aim of 


settlement is to provide land for settlement purposes while the aim of non-


agricultural enterprises is to provide land to people for non-agricultural 
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enterprises, for example eco-tourism projects. The collective aim of land reform 


is to ensure the transfer of 30% of all agricultural land in the possession of the 


previously advantaged to previously disadvantaged people over a period of 15 


years (starting from April 1998 to March 2014), improving nutrition and creating 


incomes for the rural poor who want to farm. The beneficiaries of the Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural Development Programme received a range of 


grants (R20 000 to R100 000) depending on the amount of their own contribution 


in kind and or cash. The beneficiaries must, however, provide an own 


contribution of at least R5 000. The grant and own contribution are calculated as 


an individual adult basis (18 years and older). If people choose to apply in a 


group, the required own contribution and total grant are both scaled up by the 


number of individuals represented in the group. The approval of the grant is 


based on the viability of the proposed project, which takes into account the total 


project costs and projected profitability. Some of the farmers took a bond loan 


from the Land Bank to increase the grant that they got from the Department of 


Land Affairs to purchase the farms (A sub-programme of the Land Redistribution 


Programme, 2000:5-7). 


 


According to Dladla and Associates (March 2005), the reality is that most of the 


Land Redistribution of Agricultural Development projects have failed to meet the 


objectives of the Land Redistribution of Agricultural Development Programme of 


being commercially and economically sustainable. If government does not re-


engineer these projects, the aims and objectives of government of obtaining 


previously disadvantaged people in getting their land back will not be achieved. 


 
2.3 Land Ownership in Russia 
 


The State of Russia was the sole legal owner of the Land in the country between 


1917 and 1990. According to the Soviet Decree on land of 1917, private 


ownership of land was abolished and the state allocated access through the 


granting of land rights. The Law on Land Reform of November 23, 1990 legalized 
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land ownership by individual citizens. The process of redistribution from land 


users to owners is one of the basic components of land reform (Brooks and 


Lerman, 1994:18 and 21).  


Sources of start-up capital vary according to when the farm was established. For 


the first farms established in 1990, own savings represented 46 percent of total 


start up investment, with another 8 percent provided by bank loans. For farms 


starting in 1992, after two years of galloping inflation, savings provided only 6 


percent of the total investment while over 80 percent of start-up capital came 


from bank loans (Brooks and Lerman, 1994: 87). 


 


Banks are the main sources of credit for both investment and working capital in 


Russia: 75 percent of private farms in the sample relied on banks for long-term 


investment credit and 63 percent for short-term financing of working capital 


needs (Brooks and Lerman, 1994: 88). A number of the farmers experienced 


difficulties in obtaining credit form the banks.  In South Africa as well, a number 


of farmers are experiencing difficulties in obtaining loan from the banks because 


they had bad credit records and sometimes because of a lack of assets. A 


number of farmers in South Africa receive Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme grants from government to finance their operations. The difference 


with Russia was that government distributed land previously owned by the 


Russian government. In South Africa the land has to be purchased for the 


previously advantaged people. 


 


2.4 Background of Land Reform in Zimbabwe 
 
The Zimbabwean government has undertaken a creditable measure of land 


redistribution. The redistribution of land before Zimbabwe got independence from 


Britain was a product of British imperial strategy to set aside Southern Rhodesia 


as a permanent European settlement. To date Zimbabwe has responded in an 


unprofessional way to the widespread problems of the landless. Its programme of 


invading white commercial farms by the black peasant farmers has resulted in a 
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serious brain drain and disinvestments in Zimbabwe.  Agriculture is an engine of 


the Zimbabwean economy and it contributes 12% of the total production in a 


diversified economy (Prosterman, Temple and Hanstad, 1990:266, 267and 268). 


The main objectives of redistributing land in Zimbabwe were as follows: 


• To redistribute agricultural land to achieve a more equitable distribution 


between the white commercial farming sector and blacks wishing to farm. 


• The settling of war veterans on farming schemes and to provide them with 


the required government support to become commercial producers to 


provide cash incomes for rural households.  


• The integration of the (black) subsistence farmers into commercial 


production, to form one integrated commercial farming sector. 


 


According to the Zimbabwean government (1994), about 5 million hectares of 


agricultural land were transferred from white ownership to black land use, and 


production from the new black farmers increased to such an extent that internal 


food security was achieved in good production years. De Villiers (2001) mentions 


that the objective of the integration of the subsistence and commercial 


agricultural sectors was not achieved, and clear differentiation of the different 


sectors remained. 


 


2.5 Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme 
 
The National Department of Agriculture introduced a new programme called the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. The primary aim of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme is to make provision for 


agricultural support to targeted beneficiaries of the land reform and agrarian 


reform programme.  


 


The need for Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme flows from the 


recommendations of the 1998 Strauss Commission report, which recommended 


the financial “sunrise” subsidies, and the adoption of a “sunrise” package of 
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enabling conditions for the beneficiaries of the land reform programme who 


require loan finance. The purpose of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme is, therefore, to establish a financial mechanism to support farmers 


during the start-up phase. The Department of Agriculture realized that it is not 


sufficient to provide prospective farmers with land and even capital. Farmers 


must be empowered to manage their businesses both efficiently and effectively. 


The following six areas of support were identified: 


i. Information and knowledge management 


ii. Technical and Advisory Assistance, and Regulatory Services 


iii. Training and capacity building 


iv. Marketing and business development 


v. On-farm and off-farm infrastructure and production inputs 


vi. Financial assistance the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme, 


for assistance, provides finance in the form of the Micro Agricultural 


Finance Scheme of South Africa. This scheme allows farmers to get loans 


up to R100 000, 00 at an 8% interest rate. The scheme does not demand 


collaterals for the farmers to qualify for the loan (Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme, 2004:7-8). 


 


2.6 Scope of Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme 
 


The Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme is targeted to support the 


following four different levels of clients within the farming continuum: 


 


2.6.1 The hungry and vulnerable 
These groups are primarily the responsibility of the Department of Social 


Development. They are supported by the National Department of Agriculture 


and the Provincial Department of Agriculture through advice and during food 


emergencies and crises through agricultural food packs who are ready will 


receive the introduction of the agricultural starter pack (Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme, 2004:8). 
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2.6.2 Subsistence and household food producers 
These groups of people are supported through food production and include 


the beneficiaries of the Special Programme on Food Security and the 


Integrated Food and Nutrition Programme where the provision of the 


agriculture starter pack is made (Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme, 2004:8). 


 


2.6.3 Farmers 
These programmes are aimed at subsistence farming to alleviate poverty. It is 


intended that these farmers will graduate from emerging to commercial farming. 


It is recommended by both the Provincials Department of Agriculture and the 


National Department of Agriculture that 70% of the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme funding must be allocated to land reform projects and 30% 


must be allocated to other agricultural programmes, for example, the Land Care 


programme (Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme, 2004:8). 


 


2.6.4 Agricultural macro-system within the consumer environment 
 
This category includes the commercial farmers to ensure that business and the 


regulatory environment are conducive to support agricultural development and 


food safety (Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme, 2004: 8 and 11). 


 


2.7 Disbursement of Funds 
 
The funds are transferred by the Department of Agriculture to the Provinces 


according to the provisions of the Division of Revenue Act. During the 2004/2005 


financial year, the transfers made to Provinces were as follows: 
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Table 2.1 Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme Budget 
Allocation (2005/2006) per Province 
 


Province  Allocated amount 


Limpopo R33 428 000 


KwaZulu-Natal R37 016 000 


Eastern Cape R38 043 000 


North West R26 875 000 


Mpumalanga R18 903 000 


Free State R16 870 000 


Western Cape R13 765 000 


Northern Cape R10 518 000 


Gauteng R4 582 000 


Total R200 000 000 


 


Limpopo province received R33 428 000 for the 2004/2005 financial year. This 


money was divided among the six districts in the Limpopo province. All the Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural Development farms in the Waterberg district that 


were funded for the 2005/2006 financial year were visited. The division of money 


was done by the Provincial Department of Agriculture. The Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme policy clearly indicates that the majority or 70% 


of the money must be used for land reform projects, namely the Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural Development, Settled Land Acquisition Grants and 


Restitution while 30% must be spent on agrarian reform, for example communal 


development, tenure reform, land care, and others (Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme, 2004:18). 
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2.8 Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme Expected Outcomes 
 
Beneficiaries of land and agrarian reform programmes received support within 


the six priority areas of Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. The 


interventions were targeted firstly to land reform beneficiaries within the nodal 


agricultural development zones. The expected outcomes were to reduce poverty 


and inequalities in land enterprise and ownership, increase wealth creation and 


sustainable employment especially in the rural areas, improve national and 


house food security, improve farming efficiency, stimulate the broadening of 


financial markets, promote development of participating financial intermediaries 


(for example, village banks), stimulate economic growth through improved 


access to financial services, improve investor confidence leading to increased 


domestic and foreign investment in agricultural activities in rural areas through 


the provision of enabling financial products, risk mitigation products for example, 


transaction cost subsidy funds, credit guarantee schemes and the equity fund 


(Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme, 2004: 18). 


 


In conclusion, a number of constraints needed to be solved in order to smooth 


the implementation of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme in the 


Waterberg district. Good management, the implementation of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme were meant to move the 


beneficiaries or farmers from emerging to commercial farming. The success of 


the implementation of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme on 


the farms allocated under the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development 


will mean that the goals of the National Department of Agriculture were achieved. 


 
2.9 Project Management  
 
Project management offers a structured approach to managing projects. As 


projects grow in size and complexity, the ability to plan and control them has 


become a key project management function. The project manager must be able 
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to develop a fully integrated information control system to plan, instruct, monitor, 


and control large amounts of data, quickly and accurately to facilitate the problem 


solving and decision-making processes. To achieve these goals, a project 


manager needs a comprehensive toolkit as a plumber works with a bag of tools, 


the project manager works with a computer producing organizational charts, work 


breakdown structures, barcharts, resource histograms, and cash flow statements 


(Rory Burke, 1999:1). Project management is restricted to specialists. Managing 


projects is often a vital part of everyone’s job. 


 


The basic purpose for starting a project is to accomplish specific goals. The 


reason for organizing the task as a project is to shift the responsibility and 


authority for the attainment of the goals to an individual or small or large 


organization. It is useful to make a distinction between terms as project, 


programme and work packages. An exceptionally large, long range objective that 


is broken down into set off projects is called a programme. These projects are 


divided further into tasks, which are, in turn, split into work packages that are 


themselves composed of work units. A Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme is a huge program but a task force should be created when funding 


the agricultural projects. In its broadest sense, a project is a specific, finite task to 


be accomplished. Project is a temporary endeavour undertaken to create a 


unique product or service. Temporary means that every project has a definite 


end. Unique means that the product or service is different in some distinguishing 


way from all similar products or services (Rory Burke, 1999:4). The application of 


knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to the project activities in order to meet 


the stakeholder’ s needs and expectations from a project is called project 


management (Rory Burke, 1999:5).  


 


2.9.1 Defining the project 
 
According to Gray and Larson (2006), one of the best ways to meet the needs of 


the customer and major project stakeholders is to use an integrated project 
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planning and control system that requires selective information. The following are 


five general steps provide a structured approach for collecting the project 


information necessary for planning, scheduling and controlling the project. 


 


STEP 1: Defining the project scope 
Defining the project scope sets the stage for developing a project plan. Project 


scope is a definition of the end results or mission of the project- a product or 


service for the client / customer. The primary purpose is to define as clearly as 


possible the deliverable (s) for the end user and to focus the project plans. The 


scope should be developed under the direction of the project manager and 


customer. The project manager is responsible for seeing that there is agreement 


with the owner on project objectives, deliverables at each stage of the project, 


technical requirements, and so forth. For example; deliverables at each stage of 


the project, technical requirements; for the second stage, three prototypes for 


production; for the third, a sufficient quantity to introduce to market, and finally; 


marketing promotion and training. Project scope definition is a document that will 


be published and used by the project owner and project participants for planning 


and measuring project success. Scope describes what you expect to deliver to 


your customer when the project is complete. Project scope should define the 


results to be achieved in specific, tangible and measurable terms (Gray and 


Larson, 2006: 100). 


 


Employing a project scope checklists 
Project scope is the keystone interlocking all elements of a project plan. To 


ensure that scope definition is complete, you may wish to use the following 


check-list: project objective, deliverables, milestones, technical requirement limits 


and exclusions, and reviews with customer. 


 


According to Gray and Larson (2006), project scope definition is the primary 


prerequisite for the development of the work breakdown structure, while scope 
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definition provides an administrative plan that is used to develop the operational 


plan.  


 
STEP 2: Establish project priorities 
Gray and Larson (2006)state that quality and the ultimate success of a project 


are traditionally defined as meeting exceeding the expectations of the customer 


upper management of cost (budget); time (schedule), and performance (scope) 


of the project. The interrelationship among these criteria varies, for example, 


necessary to comprise the performance and scope of the project to get the 


project done quickly or less expensively. The longer a project takes, the more 


expensive it becomes. However, a positive correlation between cost and 


schedule may not always be possible. At times the costs can be reduced by 


using cheaper, less efficient labour or equipment that extends the duration of the 


project. The primary job of a project manager is to manage the trade-offs among 


time, cost and performance. To do so, project managers must define and 


understand the nature of the priorities of the project. 


 


STEP 3: Creating the work breakdown structure 
After the scope and deliverables have been identified, the work of the project can 


be successfully subdivided into smaller and smaller work elements. The outcome 


of this hierarchical process is called the work breakdown structure. The work 


breakdown structure is the map of the project. To use of the work breakdown 


structure, helps to assure project managers that all products and work elements 


are identified, to integrate the project with the current organisation, and to 


establish a basis for control (Gray and Larson, 2006:105-111). 


 


STEP 4: Integrating the work breakdown structure with the organization 
An integral part of the work breakdown structure is to define the organizational 


units responsible for performing the work. In practice; the outcome of this 


process is the organisation breakdown structure. The organisation breakdown 


structure depicts how the firm has organized to discharge work responsibility. 
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The purposes of the organisation breakdown structure are to provide a 


framework to summarize organisation unit performance, identify organization 


units responsible for work packages, and tie the organizational unit to cost 


control accounts. The organisation breakdown structure defines the organisation 


sub-deliverables in a hierarchical pattern in successively smaller and smaller 


units. Even if the project as whole is performed by a team, it is necessary to 


break down the team structure for assigning responsibility for budgets, time, and 


technical performance. (Gray and Larson, 2006: 111 – 113). 


 


STEPS 5: Coding the work breakdown structure for the Information System  
Gaining the maximum usefulness of a breakdown structure depends on a coding 


system. The codes are used to define levels and elements in the work 


breakdown structure, organisation elements; work packages, budget, and cost 


information. The codes allow reports to be consolidated at any level in the 


structure. The most commonly used scheme in practice is numeric identification 


(Gray and Larson, 2006:113 – 114). 


 


2.9.2 Project rollup 
 


Recall that the intersection of the work breakdown structure and the organisation 


breakdown structure represents a control point called a cost account by project 


managers. The work packages and cost accounts serve as a database from 


which all other planning, scheduling, and controlling processes are coordinated. 


Cost accounts include one or more work packages. Each work package has 


time, budget, resource, responsibility, and control points that can be used to track 


projects (Gray and Larson, 2006: 114 – 115). 


 


2.9.3 Responsibility matrices 
 


The responsibility matrix (sometimes is called a linear responsibility chart) 


summarises the tasks to be accomplished and who is responsible for what on a 
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project. In its simplest form a responsibility matrix consists of a chart listing all the 


project activities and the participants responsible for each activity (Gray and 


Larson, 2006 (117 – 119).  


 


2.9.4 Project life cycle  
 
The project life cycle consists of the following phases: 


 


Concept and initiation phase: The first phase starts the project by establishing 


a need or opportunity for the product, facility or service. The feasibility of 


proceeding with the project is investigated and on acceptance moves to the next 


phase. For example, the desire for a new house develops into a need. The 


options and alternatives are considered and the feasibility or the best options are 


evaluated.  


 


Design and Development phase: The second phase uses the guidelines set by 


the feasibility study to design the product and develop delayed schedules and 


plans for making or implementing the product. For example, the preferred option 


is now designed and developed in detail, together with all the associated 


planning of schedules, procurement, resources, and budgets (Rory Burke, 2000: 


24-25).  


 


Implementation on construction phase: The third phase implements the 


project as per the baseline plan developed in the previous phase. For example, 


the contracts are let and the house is built according to the detailed plans 


developed in the previous phase, changes may be made to the original baseline 


plan as problems arise or better information is forth coming (Rory Burke, 2000 : 


25).  


 


Commissioning and hard ache phase: The forth phase confirms that the 


project has been implemented or built to the design and terminates the project. 
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For example, the building is inspected and approved. The house is now ready to 


be handed over to the owner and family (Rory Burke, 2000: 25).  


 
2.9.5 Risk management 
 
According to Gray and Larson, no amount of planning can overcome risk, or the 


inability to control chance events. In the context of projects, risk is an uncertain 


event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on project 


objectives.  


 


The ultimate goal of project risk management is to improve project performance, 


which is to supply the correct deliverables in time and within the budget. Project 


outcomes are frequently influenced by random events. Risk management should 


therefore be practised until the project has come to completion and closure has 


taken place. Global competition and technological innovations have increased 


the pressure in most organizations to deliver projects within the budget and with 


an acceptable quality of the deliverables of the project. 


 
2.10 Entrepreneurship 
 
2.10.1 Introduction  
 
Farming is a business like any other business. It demands the farmers to acquire 


training for entrepreneurial skills in order to run their farms profitably. 


Entrepreneurial business ensures growth in the economy. Entrepreneurs intend 


to grow their businesses and are responsible for growth and job creation in the 


economy. According to the Ntsika Annual Review, small micro and medium 


enterprises form 97, 5 per cent of all businesses in South Africa. They generate 


34,8 per cent of the gross domestic product, contribute to the 42,7 per cent of the 


total value of salaries and wages paid in South Africa, and employ 54,5 per cent  


of all private sector employees (Diederichs, 2001:64). The entrepreneurial 
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process includes the identification of opportunities, development of the business 


plan, identification and application of resources, and the start-up and 


management of the business. The combination of all businesses, namely small, 


micro- and medium-sized enterprises as well as large national and international 


businesses, determines the state of the South African economy.  


 


2.10.2 Definition of entrepreneurship and entrepreneur 
 


According to Nieman, Hough and Nieuwenhuizen (2003), entrepreneurship is the 


emergence and growth of the new business. The process that causes changes in 


the economic system through innovations of the individuals who respond to 


opportunities in the market is called entrepreneurship.  


 
The economists tend to agree that entrepreneurs are associated with innovation 


and are seen as the driving forces of development. An entrepreneur is an 


individual who establishes and manages a business for the main purpose of 


creating profit and growth. The entrepreneur is characterized principally by 


innovative behaviour and will employ strategic management practices in the 


business (Carland, Hoy and Boulton, 1984: 358). The distinguishing factors of 


entrepreneurs are most strongly innovation, and then opportunity recognition and 


growth in the business (Watson, 2001:50). Hisrich and Peters (1998), see the 


entrepreneur as someone creating something new with value by devoting time 


and effort, assuming the accompanying financial, physical and social risks, and 


receiving the resulting rewards of the monetary and personal satisfaction and 


independence. A person who sees an opportunity in the market, gathers 


resources, creates and grows a business venture to meet the consumer’s needs 


is called an entrepreneur (Nieman et al., 2004:9).  


 
2.10.3 Model for entrepreneurial development 
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Entrepreneurial orientation 
According to Nieman et al (2003), this is the critical stage to the survival and 


growth of the firms, as well the economic prosperity of the nation. Entrepreneurial 


orientation is crucial for the process of the entrepreneurial development at the 


societal level of countries. Entrepreneurial orientation is fostered by a unique 


blend of factors, such as culture, family and role models, education, work 


experience, and personal orientation. 


 
Culture  
Policy makers in the South African government need to take heed of the 


influence of the culture on entrepreneurial orientation. In some cultures, for 


example in the United States, entrepreneurs are recognized and celebrated, 


there is no stigma attached to failure of a business, and role models are visible 


and no distant celebrities. Entrepreneurship is seen as a desirable career of first 


choice. In societies with entrepreneurial cultures, people have a high need for the 


achievement and there is a proliferation of entrepreneurial ventures (Nieman et 


al., 2004:11). 


 


 Family and role models 
Children who grow up in families where family members are entrepreneurs are 


more inclined to start their own businesses or become involved in the family 


businesses (Nieman et al., 2004:12). 


 


Education  
Successful entrepreneurship has also been directly linked to education. Tertiary 


education can provide valuable additional entrepreneurial capacity, particularly 


for entrepreneurs (Driver, Wood and Segal et al., 2001: 57).  These findings 


indicate that entrepreneurship can be developed by education and can be 


learned. Focus on teaching learners to become employers rather than 


employees will contribute to increased levels of entrepreneurship in the society 
(Nieman et al., 2004:12). 
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Work experience 
The type of work and skills gained in the workplace contributes to an individual’s 


entrepreneurial orientation. Entrepreneurs often gain experience as employees 


and then apply the knowledge, skills and experience gained in employment in 


their own businesses (Nieman et al., 2004:12).   


 
Personal orientation 
Personal entrepreneurial orientation is based on a number of dimensions: 


• Creativity and orientation (experimentation), 


• Autonomy (independence), 


• Risk taking 


• Pro-activeness (taking initiative, and pursuing and anticipating 


opportunities), and 


• Competitive aggressiveness (achievement oriented) (Nieman et al., 


2004:12). 


 


Supportive environment 
In modern society the environment should create a favourably climate for the 


entry of entrepreneurs. Some decisive factors in a supportive environment are 


the possibility of financing for a small business, the training and development of 


the entrepreneurs, the availability of infrastructure, and the legal restrictions in 


the economic sphere. The positive attitude of the entrepreneur’s family is also 


seen as an important supportive source (Nieman et al., 2004:13). 


 


2.10.4 Success factors of entrepreneurs 
 


2.10.4.1 Entrepreneurial success factors 
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Creativity and innovation 
Creativity can involve the adjustment or refinement of existing procedures or 


products, the identification of the opportunities and the identification of solutions 


to problems. Basically it involves new ideas. Any application of new ideas is 


based on innovation. Creativity is used to refine ideas, identify problems and find 


the accompanying solutions (Bird, 1989:56). Creativity is the generation of new 


and use-able ideas to solve problem or use any opportunity (Amabile 1996:36). 


Creativity consists of people being open to new ideas and new approaches to the 


business and focusing on what can be done differently to ensure success in the 


enterprise. In other words, effective entrepreneurs take initiative to solve 


problems in a unique manner (Nieman et al., 2004:15). Creativity underlines 


innovation and leads to innovation, which then brings about change in the 


enterprise. Individual creativity is a precursor of the initiation of innovation in 


enterprises (Glynn, 1996: 1098). An individual’s ability to think creatively points to 


creativity and innovations are the utilized to create abilities when establishing 


something. This can be a new product, service, method, technique or enterprise. 


The joint creativity of combined attempts by entrepreneurs and staff often also 


contributes to the development of unique products and services (Nieman et al., 


2004:15). 


 


Risk orientation  
Readiness to take risks involves a preparedness to make use of opportunities 


that are identified, even if there is a possibility of financial loss. Successful 


owners of small businesses are prepared to take calculated risks and evaluate 


innovation and risk critically. There is a clear relationship between innovation and 


readiness to take risks, and a hesitation to take risks hampers innovation. 


Successful entrepreneurs do not take chances, but sometimes feel compelled to 


take calculated risks. Unsuccessful entrepreneurs, on the other hand do not take 


any risks, or take expensive, impulsive decisions that they do not think through 


(Boeyens, 1989:80). Entrepreneurs evaluate themselves positively with regard to 


their ability to solve problems, their tolerance for conflict and stress, the fact that 
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they take calculated risks and the fact that they can function despite insecurity 


(Crous, Nortje and Van der Merwe, 1995.55). Entrepreneurs investigate the 


situation and calculate the probable results before they take decisions (Cox and 


Jennings, 1995:7). Successful entrepreneurs avoid opportunities where there is a 


high probability that they will be unsuccessful, regardless of the reward involved 


(Osborne, 1995:5). The entrepreneurs manage the risk of their enterprise by 


accepting control and being involved in the basic aspects of the enterprise. They 


control their enterprise by gaining access to information. They reduce their 


exposure to financial loss by involving investors, often with the risk of losing 


control. They shorten the period between the conceptualization of an idea and 


making the product or service available in the market. In this way they often limit 


the risks of competition (Bird, 1989: 88). 


 


Leadership  
To be comfortable with people and have good personal interactions, to confront 


problems, to be amenable to differences in opinion, to trust people, and to give 


recognition where it is deserved, constitute behaviour that is linked to leadership. 


These are aspects that are taken into account in the success factors of “good 


human relations” and “involvement in an enterprise”. The character, vision, 


mission, and contributions of the business have a direct impact, because the 


owner is involved in these. Team effort and cross-functional approaches are 


required, because the entrepreneur is often responsible for almost or most of the 


organizational function (Kinni, 1995:2). 


 
Good human relations 
Successful entrepreneurs are team builders and let people feel worthy by giving 


them responsibility and giving them credit for what they achieved. They know 


how to work with people and motivate them, how to build a comprehensive 


network of contacts which they know will possibly be useful in the future. 


Successful entrepreneurs realize the importance of business relationships. They 


have good relations with client, see human relations as an important source of 
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the enterprise and regard long-term goodwill as more important than short-term 


benefits (McClelland, 1986: 225). 


 


Four types of human process that are important for the successful management 


of people are motivation, team building, communication skills, and conflict 


management (Vega, 1996:56). 


 
Positive attitude 
Entrepreneurs who have a positive attitude regarding their business will ensure 


that people will feel positive towards them and will enjoy working with them. No 


one loves doing business with a negative person, and entrepreneurs who are 


unsure of themselves or of their business cannot expect others to believe in them 


(Zeelie, 1998:15). Self-confidence thus forms the basis for a positive attitude and 


approach, just like perseverance. A positive attitude and approach are closely 


related to human relations, and are important qualities that contribute to 


leadership and successful entrepreneurship (Nieman et al., 2004: 16 -17). 


 


Perseverance 
Perseverance is the ability of entrepreneurs to strive after their business ideals 


despite problems, obstacles and set backs. True entrepreneurs are born with the 


skill of intuition that makes it possible for them to persevere. It is overcoming the 


challenge of the unknown that motivates entrepreneurs. Determination and 


energy are part of perseverance. Despite physical or psychological obstacles or 


problems and set backs, entrepreneurs are set on reaching their goals. 


 


Perseverance in the enterprise is linked to the positive approach of 


entrepreneurs to their enterprises. Entrepreneurs who have a positive attitude 


towards their enterprises believe in their business despite setbacks, and are 


prepared to persevere in their efforts to ensure success. Perseverance is 


synonymous with drive. All enterprises start off as small businesses. Ford Motor 
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Company started in Henry Ford’s garage while General Motors is a collection of 


erstwhile small motor manufactures (Brady, 1995:46). 


 


Commitment  
The success factor “commitment to business” refers to the willingness of 


entrepreneurs to commit their personal resources to the business. Commitment 


means that entrepreneurs make personal sacrifices or extra ordinary efforts to 


deal with a task. They work together, or in the place of employees, to accomplish 


the task (McClelland, 1986: 225). 


 


2.10.4.2 Managerial success factors 
 


Planning  
Successful entrepreneurs go to work systematically, for example by taking 


decisions about the products that they are going to supply, the location of the 


enterprise, the organisation of each division, and the target markets they plan by 


formally budgeting and by thoroughly calculating turnover, stock, gross and net 


profit, and cash flows in advance. They determine objectives with regard to their 


financial statements and calculations. They realize the value of accurate, timely 


and practical management information. Their financial statements are analyzed 


by themselves or by experts, and the information is used to manage their 


business better and to make adjustments where necessary (Moolman, 1996:5). 


 


A good business plan ensures that entrepreneurs can establish the business with 


confidence because the required research and planning have been done. This 


does not mean that entrepreneurs who have not drawn up a business plan in 


writing (either because they do not know how or because they do not have the 


time) are unsuccessful. Entrepreneurs who do their planning in an informal 


manner can also be successful. Successful planning does not necessarily imply 


a business plan in writing (Nieuwenhuizen, 1997:15). 
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Knowledge of competitors 
Knowledge of competitors means that entrepreneurs know who their competitors 


are, what the competitors are doing and what the position of their own business 


is compared with that of their competitors. Only once they have this knowledge 


can they determine the competitive advantage of their business in order to 


differentiate it from other businesses. Knowledge of one’s competitors is 


important for the successful establishment, continued existence and growth of 


the business. By constantly evaluating and monitoring their competitors, 


successful entrepreneurs can take informed decisions, act proactively, plan 


strategically, and make adjustments where necessary. Entrepreneurs determine 


their competitive advantage by finding out why clients prefer their products or 


services. To ensure a competitive advantage, successful entrepreneurs ensure 


that they offer something better and different to their competitors (Nieman et al., 


2004:18). 


 
Mainly market oriented 
Successful entrepreneurs are market oriented. They know who their target 


market is, what the target market requirements and needs are and how to meet 


this profitability. An entrepreneur develops a product or service that is market-


oriented and will meet the needs of the consumers (Nieman et al., 2004:18). 


Winner entrepreneurs know their markets. They know what the market wants, 


what the demographics of the market are and how to communicate efficiently and 


effectively in the market, and use the right media to achieve their objectives. 


They provide the highest quality at the best price and develop a competitive 


advantage (Moolman, 1996:5). 


 


Client service 
It is a behaviour over which people have reasonable control and is linked to good 


human relations. Client service is a key success factor because it fits in with so 


many other success factors. To ensure good client services, entrepreneurs 


usually have good relations with their employees and clients. This is closely 
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related to the quality of their products and services. By meeting the clients’ 


expectations, entrepreneurs ensure client satisfaction, which is closely connected 


to marketing. Satisfied clients will use the enterprise’s products and / or services 


again and will recommend the business to prospective new clients (Nieman et 


al., 2004: 19). 


 


Administrative and technical factors are also important for good client service. 


Record keeping and filing systems for reference purposes and stock control, a 


diary for planning and making appointments, contract planning and targets dates 


for completing work, as well as contracts and work charts for information about 


clients are a few examples of methods that can help ensure an efficient and 


effective client service (Nieman et al., 2004: 18 -19). 


 


The clients of winner entrepreneurs get special client service because these 


entrepreneurs are client and market oriented. The ultimate goal or policy with 


regard to purchase, administration; production, and personnel is client 


satisfaction. Good service involves everything that influences the client positively: 


friendliness and politeness, delivery, credit facilities, the standard and availability 


of products, layout, appearance, inside and outside, effectiveness of 


administration, location of enterprise, and parking facilities (Moolman, 1996:5). 


 


High-quality work enjoys priority 
Successful entrepreneurs realize the importance of quality products and 


services. Quality products are not necessarily expensive. The client expects that 


the quality of the products must be in line with the price asked. Clients have to 


receive value for money when buying the products or service. A successful 


entrepreneur is ready to supply the client with quality products and still make a 


profit. To make this possible cost must be controlled without affecting the quality 


of the products. The quality of the products and services contribute to the 


marketing of the enterprise. This ensures new clients through personal 


recommendations from existing, satisfied clients (Nieman et al., 2004:19). 
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Financial insight and management 
Entrepreneurs must have financial management skills and know how they must 


be applied to the business. Bookkeeping system is another important factor that 


can contribute to the success of the business. 


 


Knowledge and skills with regard to the business 


Successful entrepreneurs usually have sufficient knowledge and skills regarding 


their enterprise to ensure reasonable success. These will make them to be aware 


of their own limitations and let them make use of experts to provide them with 


advice and assistance and in this way improve their performance. Highly 


successful entrepreneurs often depend on their own strengths. They keep core 


competencies in the enterprise, but non-core activities are contracted out 


(Nieman et al., 2004:19) 


 


The use of experts 
According to Nieman et al (2003), successful entrepreneurs mostly use experts 


inside and outside their enterprise to carry out some of the functions in the 


business, and also attend seminars and training sessions. Entrepreneurs make 


use of advisors – probably in the sequence of lawyers, accountants, bankers, 


crop and vegetable specialists, state veterinaries and business consultants. 


 


2.10.5 Entrepreneurial process  
 


The entrepreneurial process is one through which a new venture is created by an 


entrepreneur. This process results from the actions of the entrepreneur in 


bringing the resources together to form the organization in order to pursue the 


opportunity. There are the following four distinct phases in this process: 


 


• Identify and evaluate the opportunity, 


• Develop the business plan, 
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• Determine the resources required, and 


• Start and manage the enterprise (Nieman, 2004:20). 


 
Identifying and evaluating the opportunity (phase one) 
An opportunity is a gap left in the market by those who currently serve it. Good 


ideas are not necessarily good opportunities. Timmons (200) states that a good 


opportunity is attractive, durable and timely, and is anchored in a product or 


services that create or add value to buyer or end-user. 


 


An entrepreneur must deliberately look for creative ideas that can be converted 


into a business opportunity. A number of techniques can be used to generate 


ideas from: 


• The entrepreneur’s skills, expertise or aptitude, 


• Common needs, 


• Existing unsolved problems, and 


• Everyday activities 


• Other reference sources. 


 


Converting ideas into opportunities requires that one must evaluate each idea. 


This is done through a feasibility study and a viability study. The focus is primarily 


on the ability of the entrepreneur to pursue the idea and to match his/ her skills 


with what is required. The viability study is an in-depth investigation into the 


potential of the idea to be converted into a new business venture. The focus is 


largely on the market and profit potential of the idea. 


 


The market size and the length of window of opportunity are important for 


determining risks and rewards. The window opportunity refers to the time period 


available for creating the new venture. As a market grows, more and more 


opportunities become possible (the window opens), but as it matures the window 


starts to close and there are fewer opportunities in that market (Nieman et al., 


2004: 20). 
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Developing the business plan (phase two) 
A good business plan must be developed to exploit the opportunity identified. It is 


important not only in developing the opportunity, but also in determining the 


resources required, obtain those resources and successfully managing the 


resulting venture. A business plan is important if one will need funding from any 


financial institution or venture capitalist. One of the greatest benefits of the 


business plan is that it helps to reduce the risk of the venture. (Nieman et al., 


2004: 20). 


 


Determining the resources required (phase three) 
According to Nieman et al. (2003), resources comprise the capital available for 


investment in the venture, people who need to be employed and physical assets 


such as equipment, machinery, buildings, and vehicles. Intangible assets such as 


trademarks and patents will also require an outlay of capital. 


Resources cannot be determined without a cash flow projection, which is done 


simultaneously with the development of the business plan. 


 


 Starting and managing the enterprise (phase four) 
After the minimum capital for start-up has been acquired, the entrepreneur must 


utilize it by implementing the business plan. 


 


2.10.6 The window of opportunity 
 
The time period available for creating a new venture is called the window of 


opportunity. As a market grows, more and more opportunities are revealed, in 


other words, the window begins to open. However, as the market matures, the 


window begins to close and the available opportunities in the market begin to 


dwindle and eventually peter out (Nieman et al., 2004:82). For the entrepreneur 


to take proper advantage of the window of opportunity, he or she should enter 


the market with the right characteristics, as well as have a management team or 


the personal skills and resources that make it feasible to do so. The size of the 
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market and the length of the window of opportunity are important determinants of 


the preserved opportunity. This is because different markets grow at different 


rates over time. The quicker it takes for a market to grow, the sooner more and 


more opportunities become available for entrepreneurs to take advantage of 


when the market becomes more structured and competition becomes stiffer. This 


is when the window of opportunity begins to close, although it may take some 


time before it does so completely. The length of time that the window remains 


open is also of great importance. The longer it remains open, the more time it 


allows the entrepreneur to determine whether or not the venture will be a 


success, as well as providing the entrepreneur with adequate time to reap the 


sweet fruits of his or her labours in exploiting the opportunity if the venture is 


indeed successful (Nieman et al., 2004:83). 


 


2.10.7 Seeing, locating, measuring, and opening the window of opportunity 
 


Once the entrepreneur has spotted and located the window of opportunity, he or 


she must measure, open and close it. 


 


Seeing the window 
The entrepreneur must identify ways in which he or she can serve customers in 


the market while providing for and benefiting from a sustainable competitive 


advantage. The entrepreneur does this by being creative and innovative i.e. 


identifying and outlining how he or she can provide a better and or different 


product or service  (Nieman et al., 2004:84). 


 
Locating the window 
After the window has been spotted; it is important to understand the location of 


this window. The entrepreneur is then required to fully comprehend the 


positioning of the novel product or service offered in relation to competitors 


products and services that already exist in the market. This will enable the 


entrepreneur to take the fullest advantage of the product or service offering in 
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order to gain a sustainable competitive advantage over existing competitors and 


prospective entrants to the market (Nieman et al., 2004:84). 


 
Measuring the window 
According to Nieman et al. (2003), measuring the window involves ensuring that 


the opportunity is feasible and viable. This is done by means of feasibility and 


viability study. A feasibility study is a general examination of the potential of the 


idea to be converted into a new business venture. The issues primarily focused 


on are the entrepreneur’s ability to pursue the idea in terms of his or her skills 


and abilities, and to match these with the necessary requirements of the venture. 


 


A viability study is conducted by critically determining whether or not the idea has 


the potential to be converted into a new business venture. The entrepreneur 


must, as it were, put a finger on the pulse of the market to determine its response 


to an innovation, that is, is the market likely to respond to innovative changes in a 


negative or positive manner? This is done by market research. The entrepreneur 


has to determine how many consumers or end-users will be willing to pay for the 


products provided or services rendered, as well as the risk that is to be incurred 


by embarking on the venture. 


 
Opening the window 
This is a very important step for the entrepreneur to take, as it represents entry to 


the market and the beginning of business activity. This step involves the 


entrepreneur obtaining the commitment of the venture’s stakeholders, as well as 


coordinating their activities. These stakeholders are financiers, employees, 


suppliers, customers, and intermediates, depending on the type of venture. This 


relationship and network building that take place between the entrepreneur and 


the stakeholders are imperative to the existence and success of the venture 


(Nieman et al., 2004: 84). 
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Closing the window 
On opening the window of opportunity it is crucial that the entrepreneur should 


promptly close it afterwards. If he or she does not, the venture is left open to 


competitors who, more often than not, are most willing to exploit the very same 


opportunity and capitalize on late mover advantages. Failure by the entrepreneur 


to close the window of opportunity effectively could reduce his or her potential 


market share and business activity and, at worst, could render the venture 


obsolete. The window can be closed by the entrepreneur by creating and 


maintaining a sustainable competitive advantage (Nieman et al., 2004:81 -85). 


 


2.11 Operations Management  
 
Operations management is about the way an organization produces goods and 


services. Everything one wears, eats, sits on, uses, reads or knocks about on the 


sports field comes to one by courtesy of the operations management who 


organized its production (Paycraft, Hemmanth, Phihlele, Slack, Chambers, 


Harland, Harrison and Johnston, 2000: 3). For every project to be completed an 


operation needs to take place. This concludes that there is a link between 


projects and operation management. There are five performance objectives: 


 


• Doing things right gives a quality advantage.  


• Doing things fast gives a speed advantage.  


• Doing thing on time give a dependability advantage.  


• Changing what one does gives a flexibility advantage  


• Doing things cheaply gives a cost advantage to the internal effects of high 


quality, speed, dependability, and flexibility. These generally reduce cost 


within the operation (Paycraft et al., 2000:49 – 65).  


 


The content of operation strategies deals with the relative importance of the 


performance objectives to the operation. This is influenced by the organizations 


specific customer groups, the activities of the organization’s competition and the 
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stage of its products and services in their life cycles. It is also concerned with 


giving general guidance to the decision- making activities in the operation. It 


deals with design, planning and control, and improvement (Paycraft et al., 2000: 


98).  


 


2.11.1 Operations Strategies in a global economy 
 
According to Gaither and Frazier (2002), all businesses must have business 


goals and strategies that guide their strategic decisions.  Amongst those 


important strategies, operations strategies are one of the driving strategies of the 


business. Cost minimization strategies and drive for global efficiencies may 


influence a company to establish economies of scale in manufacturing, often by 


producing in areas with low cost labour, whilst on the other hand, the need for 


responsiveness and flexibility because of differences in national markets results 


in regionalisation of manufacturing to service local markets. 


 


In Gaither and Frazier (2002), operations strategy is defined as a long-range 


game plan for the production of the company’s products/services and provides a 


road map for what the production or operations functions must do if business 


strategies are to be achieved.   


 


The challenge for operations managers is not just to improve their companies 


operations but also to achieve operational effectiveness.  Michael Porter in 


Gaither (2002) defines operational effectiveness as, the ability to perform similar 


operations activities better than their competitors.   


According to Gaither and Frazier (2002), managing operations effectively has 


become more important to competitive success than ever.  Developing a 


competitive strategy that exploits the strengths of a company’s operations can 


create a powerful competitive advantage.   
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2.11.2 Competitive priorities 


 


Gaither and Frazier (2002), note that business strategy determines the mix of 


competitive priorities that is appropriate for each product or service.  The owners 


of the farms must thus have the following competitive priorities as part of their 


operations strategy: 


 


• Delivery performance (fast delivery).  The owners of the farms receive 


variable amounts of orders from customers therefore, in order to 


ensure that products are delivered on time; they should be flexible in 


their operations. 


• High quality products/services (customers’ perceptions of the degree of 


excellence exhibited by products).  The owners of the farms must have 


a system of quality checks at different stages of the product in order to 


ensure that defects are minimized as far as possible. 


• Low production cost (unit cost of each product).  The owners of the 


farms have to use computer aided designs and different technology in 


their production that help in cutting down the cost of labour. 


 


2.11.3 Advanced computer technology 


 


Gaither and Frazier (2002), maintain that many companies, operations are 


improved by advanced computer technology and software applications, and this 


is manifested in increased product/service quality, reduced scrap and material 


costs, faster responses to customer needs, and faster introduction of new 


products or services. Enterprise Resource Planning software systems provide 


near-real-time information to operations manager so that decisions can be taken 


much faster than before.  Just-In-Time delivery of service is a competitive 


advantage for current companies. 
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2.11.4 Facility, capacity, location and layout 
 


According to Gaither and Frazier (2002), facility planning includes determining 


how much long-range production capacity is needed, where the production 


should be located, and the layout and characteristics of the facilities.  This 


planning is based on the long-range strategic plan for the company, which should 


be done carefully because it involves enormous amount in capital investment 
 
Facility capacity 
Gaither and Frazier (2002), state that satisfaction of consumer demand depends 


upon the company’s production capacity.   Production capacity is the maximum 


production rate of an organization. 


 
Facility location 
Gaither and Frazier (2002), maintain that selecting a number of plants and their 


location depends on complex factors such as transportation costs, duties on 


components versus furnished goods, the need for closeness to the market, 


foreign exchange rates, and economies of scale in the production process, 


technological requirements, and national image.   


 


Facility Layout 


For Gaither and Frazier (2002), planning refers to the location of all machine 


utilities, employee workstations, customer services, material storage areas, 


computer rooms and for the flow patterns of materials and people around, into 


and within buildings. Individually, each aspect should be satisfied through the use 


of a product or system which derives from a physical translation of the concept.  


 


Gaither and Frazier (2002) refer to supply chain as the way that materials flow 


through different organisations, starting with basic raw materials and ending with 


finished products delivered to the ultimate consumer. 
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2.11.5 Supply chain 
 


The flow of these materials from the suppliers to the consumers is a system that 


needs to be managed because the cost of buying, storing, moving, and shipping 


material accounts for over half of the product cost. The company can reduce the 


costs of doing business by managing material better and this way lead to 


increased productivity.   


2.11.6 Purchasing 


Purchasing managers provide a vital link between the operations itself and the 


suppliers.  Gaither and Frazier (2002) and Pycraft et al. (2000) mention that 


purchasing department is a key player in the achievement of the company’s 


strategic objectives.  Pycraft et al. (2000) continue by stating the following 


objectives of the purchasing function: 


Purchasing at the right price 


According to Pycraft et al. (2000), the most obvious benefit of purchasing at the 


right price is that it can provide an operation with a cost advantage.  The 


Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has to establish a relationship with 


service providers and the rest of their suppliers so that they are in a position to 


negotiate prices at a discount. This is a very crucial activity in the supply chain, 


because material cost constitutes the highest portion on the final product cost. At 


the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture the procurement officer 


purchases the material by referring to the project needs, which are updated 


monthly.  Purchasing is done in consultation with the farmers. Departments 


submit their purchase requisitions for materials while the procurement officer will 


request three quotations from various suppliers.  The lowest quotation will be 


considered in line with specifications but without compromising quality. 
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Purchasing the right quality 
Although the company chooses the supplier with the lowest quotation they have 


to ensure that all the quality specifications of their materials are met at all times.  


According to Pycraft et al. (2000), buying the right quality of products and 


services will have a significant effect on whether the operation itself can provide 


a quality advantage. 


Purchasing from the right source 


Pycraft et al. (2000), state that purchasing managers might sometimes choose to 


buy from a particular source because of the current or future potential from that 


source rather than its immediate and direct benefits.   


 
2.11.7 Supply chain management 
 


Supply chain management is a broader and strategically more significant 


concept, which includes the entire supply chain from the supply of raw materials, 


through manufacture, assembly and distribution to the end customer. Pycraft et 


al. (2000) identify the following three main objectives of supply chain 


management. 


 


To focus on satisfying end customers. Because supply chain management 


includes all stages in the total flow of materials and information, it must 


eventually include consideration of the final customer. This means that the 


Department of Agriculture has to allow customers to make check up on the final 


products before they divide them into the required number of products.  In this 


case the customer gets a chance to make corrections wherever is necessary and 


certify those changes with a signature.   
 
To formulate and implement strategies based on capturing and retaining 
end-customer business.  According to Pycraft et al. (2000), the key operation in 


a chain is the strongest business, which is in the position to influence and direct 
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the others so that they work together in the common cause of capturing and 


retaining the end product business.  In securing good business the Limpopo 


Provincial Department of Agriculture has entered into partnerships with very 


influential and charismatic business people as a means of complying with the 


Broad Based Agricultural Black Economic Empowerment transformation 


principles. 


 


2.11.8 Master production scheduling  
 


According to Gaither and Frazier (2002), master production schedules are short-


range plans for producing finished goods or end items, which are used to drive 


production planning and control.  Lee and Schniederjans (1994) consolidate the 


definition by adding that Master Production Scheduling is a formal schedule that 


defines exactly how many units of each product are to be produced in a medium 


range planning. 


 


This involves consolidating information on existing and forecast customer orders 


so that the sales force can plan what product to manufacture so as to participate 


and satisfy demand. 


Gaither and Frazier (2002) cite the following objectives of Master Production 


Scheduling:  


 


• To schedule end items to be completed promptly and when promised 
to customers. 
Working from customer orders makes it possible for the company to fit 


orders into the master production scheduling and be able to tell the 


customer when it will be possible to collect or expect the end product (in 


case of delivery). 
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• To avoid overloading the production facility so that production 
capacity is efficiently utilised and low production cost results. 
When they slotted in orders into the master production scheduling them 


are able to plan ahead in terms of capacity so that production does not 


suffer and the quality of products is compromised. 


 


2.11.9 Demand management 


 


According to Gaither and Frazier (2002), demand Management is defined as 


the function of recognizing all demands for goods and services to support the 


market place. It involves doing what is required to help make the demand 


happen and prioritizing when demand is lacking.   


  


2.11.10 Material requirement planning  
 


Gaither and Frazier (2002), regard material requirement planning as a computer 


based system that takes the master production scheduling as given, explodes 


the master production scheduling into the required amount of raw materials, 


parts, subassemblies, and assemblies needed in each week of the planning 


horizon; reduces this material requirements to account for materials that are in 


inventory or on order, and develops a schedule of orders of purchased material 


and produced parts over the planning horizon. 


 


Companies currently use material requirement planning and manufacturing 


resource planning software to plan the implementation of the master production 


schedule. Material requirement planning uses bills of material from the designer 


to provide details of every part of every product to be produced. Information on 


current stocks comes from inventory control and information on suppliers’ 
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delivery from purchasing. Together they allow the purchasing of material to be 


scheduled. 


 


2.11.11 Just-in-time 


 


Pycraft et al. (2000), regard Just-in-time as producing goods and services 


exactly when they are needed – not before they are needed so that they wait 


as inventory, nor after they are needed so that it is the customers who have to 


wait.   


The Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funded project has to 


follow the Just-in-time process. This helps the company to eliminate the 


following: 


• Overproduction –  will not occur if production is only instantaneously 


• Waiting time  – Machine and labour efficiency are two popular measures 


which are widely used to measure machine and labour waiting time 


respectively  


• Transportation – Layout changes, which bring processes closer together. 


• Unneeded production - All unneeded production steps are eliminated. 


• Motion and effort – Unnecessary human activities are laminated to improve 


productivity and quality improve. 


• Defective products – Eliminate defects and inspection. Make perfect products. 
 


Just-in-time manufacturing goes hand-in-hand with an organization-wide total 


quality management culture.  


For the farmers to make Just-in-time works they need to be empowered so that 


they will be able to take the initiative in solving production problems, rather than 


wait for guidance from above.  
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2.11.12 Quality management and control 
 


Gaither and Frazier (2002), defines quality management as a process of 


redirecting organizational cultures towards superior product and service quality.  


Quality is determined by customers’ perceptions of the degree to which the 


product or service meets their expectations. 


 


 Dimension of quality  
According to Gaither and Frazier (2002), the dimensions of product quality is 


affected by the following factors: performance, features, reliability, serviceability, 


durability, appearance, customer service, and safety. As such, companies have 


to look to customers as they set standards for measuring quality. Customers’ 


surveys and suggestions can be used to obtain inputs from customers on quality. 


 
Employee productivity  
Gaither and Frazier (2002), state that employees are of strategic and tactical 


importance due for the following reasons: strategic importance because they 


directly affect product costs, product quality, customer satisfaction, and the 


successful implementation of strategic initiatives such as installing high-tech 


production systems as well as Just-in-time and total quality management, as 


most  business strategies are implemented by employees. Employees are also of 


tactical importance as they render everyday activities of getting customers’ 


orders out in time within costs and quality standards. Employee job performance 


is based on the abilities, personalities, interests, ambitions, energy levels, 


education, training, and experience of the employees. Operations managers 


should consider these mentioned factors when placing people so that they will be 


able to deliver as expected. 
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2.11.13 Summary 
 
This chapter introduces the subject of entrepreneurship, project and operations 


management and discusses the importance of the aspects. It defines the 


meaning of entrepreneurship, project and operation management as well as the 


need for entrepreneurship, project and operation management. 
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Chapter Three 
 
3. Methodology  
 
3.1 Introduction  
This chapter outlines the research design that was used in this study. The study 


used a questionnaire for data collection. 


 


3.2 Research Design 
Research design is the science (and art) of planning procedures for conducting 


studies to obtain the most valid findings (Vogt, 1993:196). The primary 


respondents who give the data during the discussion are the beneficiaries 


(farmers), called the respondents. They were based in the Waterberg district 


while the secondary respondents were the managers who were based in the 


Waterberg district and municipalities from the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture.  


 


3.3 Location of Farms  
 
The distribution of the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development farms 


amongst the six municipalities in the Waterberg district is indicated in table 3.1. 


 


Table 3.1 Location of farms 


Municipalities in 
Waterberg district 


Number of Land Redistribution 
for Agricultural Development 
farms 


Comprehensive 
Agricultural Support 
Programme projects 


Mokgalakwena Municipality 6 2 


Mokgopong Municipality 7 1 


Modimolle Municipality 3 0 


Bela-Bela Municipality 39 0 


Lephalale Municipality 11 1 
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Thabazimbi Municipality 2 2 


Total  68  


Source: Provincial Department of Land Affairs, 2005 database 


 
3.4 Sampling 
 
A case study approach was used to investigate the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme funded projects. This was an in-depth study. Looking at the 


time allocated to the researcher, the researcher could not analyse all the farms 


that are funded by the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. The 


farms that were selected by the researcher were commercial, thus between 


emerging and commercial and emerging farms. 


 


3.5 Data Collection Methods  
 
Open ended questionnaires were used. The research was by collecting, 


analysing and interpreting the data. Four Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme funded projects were selected looking at their success or failures.  


 


The nature of data dictates the research methodology that must be used or 


employed in processing of data. The data that were collected was verbal as the 


qualitative methodology was used in this research study. The point of departure 


was thus a descriptive method, sometimes called the normative survey method. 


It was employed to process the data that came to the researcher through 


observations (Leedy, 1989: 185).  


 
3.6 Interviews 
 


Direct interviews were used. Structured and formal interviews were conducted 


with the farmers and managers from the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture. Each interview took ± 30 minutes. 
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3.7 Questionnaires 
 


A common instrument for observing data beyond the physical reach of the 


observer is the questionnaire (Leedy, 1989:187) as was done in this study. The 


interviewers were neutral; their presence in that data collection process did not 


have any effect on the responses given to the questionnaire items. The 


researcher and the local extension officer were familiar with the questionnaire, 


followed the question wording and question order exactly and recorded the 


responses exactly as they were given (Babbie, 1994: 276). 


 


The questionnaires were prepared in English and the researcher will interpreted 


them to the language and level of understanding of the farmers. The reason for 


including local extension officer was that the farmers trust the extension officer 


more than any one else in the Provincial Department of Agriculture. The 


researcher is fluent in the following languages: Xitsonga, Northern Sotho, 


Setswana, and Tshivenda. 


 
3.8 Data Analysis Approaches 
 
The qualitative research approach was used and the reason for this was both 


creative and scholarly. It is a creative, scientific process that necessitates a great 


deal of times and critical thinking as well as emotional and intellectual energy 


(Leedy, 1989:140).  
 


3.9 Table Presentation 
 
The main aim of using tables was to provide information in a brief, concise and 


easy to read. It eliminates long, tedious descriptions but the information 


contained is meaningfully related to the text and carefully classified and arranged 


so that the table will be easy to read and understand. A table was carefully 


arranged beforehand.  
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3.10 Summary 
 
This chapter explains the methods used in conducting this research, namely the 


sample and data collection methods. The next chapter gives an outline of the 


discussion of the results.  
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Chapter four 
 


4.1 Introduction  
 


The main objective was to give an informed picture of the success of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme projects allocated under the 


Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development farms in the Waterberg district 


in Limpopo Province. Limpopo Province is divided into five districts, namely 


Mopani, Capricorn, Vhembe, Sekhukhune and Waterberg. These districts are 


formed by different municipalities. The Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture decentralised powers to the districts and municipalities. The districts 


are headed by senior managers while the municipalities are headed by the 


municipal mangers. Value Chain and land reform managers operate in the 


districts and municipal managers operate from the municipalities’ offices. 


 


4.2 The Data Collection Process 
 


Two commercially, one between commercial and emerging, and one emerging 


farms were selected for conducting this research. Data were collected using the 


following methods: 


 


4.2.1 Personal interview questions 
 
Personal interview questions were posed to participants who were the farmers 


who receiving the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme grant and 


managers who were managing the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development farms. 


 


4.2.1.1 Personal interviews with farmers 
 
Interviews with the farmers centered on the following questions: 
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Project data 
 


• What is the number of beneficiaries? 


• What is the date of farm transfer to the owner? 


• What is the number of youth? 


• What was the cost of the farm? 


• What was your own contribution? 


• What was your Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development grant? 


• Did you have a loan bond when purchasing the farm? 


• Do you have a production loan? 


• What is your total annually income on the farm? 


• What is your total annually cost on the farm? 


• What is your total annually profit on the farm? 


• Do you have a farm house? 


• Do you have a storage room? 


• Do you have a pack house? 


• Do you have a reservoir? 


• Do you have a borehole? 


• Do you have a fence? 


• Do you have electricity? 


• Do you have a tractor and its implements? 


• Do you have a market for your products? 


• Have you acquired any agricultural training? 


• Have you acquired a loan? 


• Do you have any challenges on the farm? 


• How much have you received from the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme? 


• Who developed the project scope?  


• What was the purpose of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme grant? 
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• Was the project completed according to specifications? 


• Do you keep records for the farm? 


• Do you have a market   for the products that are produced on the farm? 


• Are you making a profit on the farm? 


• Do you have other projects in mind? 


• If yes, how are you going to finance this project? 


• How do you think government should help you? 


• How do you think the banks should help you? 


• Have you ever used micro financing? 


• Do you find it useful? 


• Do you often need working capital? 


• Do you do cash flows? 


• Do you do an income statement? 


 


Data on Project Management 
 


• Are there specific project goals for this farm? 


• Is there somebody who has the responsibility and authority for attainment 


of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme goals? 


• Did the owner agree on the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme project objectives and deliverables at each stage of the 


project? 


• Was the owner informed about reducing the cost by using cheaper, more 


efficient labour or equipment that will extend the duration of the project? 


• Were cost accounts for the different activities explained to the owner (s)? 


• Does every member of the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development farm have the responsibility to perform on the project? 


• Do you have a risk management plan for this project?  


• Have you undergone a project management training course?  


• Have you undergone any management training course?  
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• Have you undergone any operations management training course?  


• Have you undergone any entrepreneurship training course? 


 


Data on Entrepreneurship 
 


• Have you been in business before coming to the agriculture sector? 


• Do you have tertiary any education? 


• Are your children involved in the farming? 


• Are you prepared to take calculated risks? 


• Do you have the ability to solve problems, show tolerance for conflict and 


stress? 


• Are you able to manage the risk of your enterprise by accepting control 


and being involved in the basic aspects of the enterprise? 


• Do you have decision-making skills? 


• Do you have a vision for the farm? 


• Are you able to motivate workers? 


• Do you have a positive attitude regarding your business? 


• Are you able to commit your personal resources to the business? 


• Do you know who your competitors are? 


• Do you know what your competitors are doing? 


• Do you know the position of your own business compared to those of your 


competitors? 


• Do you have good relations with your employees? 


• Do you have good relations with your clients? 


• Do you know your target market?  


• Do you know your target market requirements and their needs? 


• Do you have financial management skills and know how they must be 


applied to the business? 


• Do you have a business plan for the project? 


• Have you undergone entrepreneurship training? 
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• Do you have a bank account for the farm? 


• Do you have a market contract for your products? 


• Have you undergone a marketing training course? 


• Have you undergone a bookkeeping training course? 


• Do you have a marketing plan for the products on the farm?  


• Have you conducted a marketing research for the products on the farm?   


 
Data on Operations Management  
 


• Are there specific operation strategies for this project? 


• Are you practising Just–In-Time on the project? 


• Have you undergone operations management training? 


• Do you have an operations manager? 


• Does the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development beneficiaries 


have a job design? 


• Do you have a spraying or vaccination programme? 


 


4.2.1.2 Personal interviews with managers 
 
Interviews with the managers centered on the following questions: 


 


Data on Project Management 
 


• Are there specific project goals for this farm? 


• Is there somebody who has the responsibility and authority for the 


attainment of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme goals? 


• Did the owner agree on the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme project objectives and the deliverables at each stage of the 


project? 


• Was the owner informed about reducing the cost by using cheaper, 


efficient labour or equipment that will extend the duration of the project? 
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• Were cost accounts for the different activities explained to the owner (s)? 


• Does every member of the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development farm have a responsibility to perform on the project? 


• Did you have a risk management plan for this project?  


• Did you have a project plan, monitoring and evaluation plan before the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme projects started? 


• Have you undergone a project management training course?  


• Have you undergone any management training course?  


• Have you undergone any operations management training course?  


• Have you undergone any entrepreneurship raining course? 


 


4.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation 
 


Table 4.1 Individual   background of the farm owners 
 


 Nooitgedachte 
154 JQ (farm 
owner one) 


Mooivalei 
342 KQ (farm 
owner two) 
portion 6 


Lisbon 288 
KR (farm 
owner three) 


Marken 457KR 
(farm owner 
four) 


Information      


Acquired training:      


Livestock Yes  No  No No 


Broiler production No No Yes  No 


Hydroponic  No No No Yes  


Vegetable  No No Yes  No  


Organic farming  No Yes No No 


Handling of 


chemicals  


No Yes  No No 


Do you have 


tertiary education? 


Yes ( diploma 


in theology) 


Yes (degree 


in theology) 


No No 
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Have you been to 


business before 


coming to 


agriculture or 


farming business 


Yes (grew up 


in the farming 


business) 


Yes (owning 


supermarket 


and bottle 


store) 


Yes (spaza 


shop) 


Yes (owning a 


general dealer) 


Are your children 


involved in farming 


business? 


 


Yes  Yes  No (because 


they are still 


very young) 


Yes  


Are you able to 


motivate workers? 


 


Yes  Yes  No  Yes  


Are you able to 


commit your 


personal resources 


to the business? 


 


Yes  Yes  No (because 


there are no 


personal 


resources) 


Yes  


Do you have good 


relations with your 


employees? 


 


Yes  Yes  No  Yes  


 


 


When examining the table 4.1, it is clear farm owner one is more likely to be a 


successful farmer compared to the other three farm owners. The reasons are as 


follows: the owner received livestock training and his main farming business was 


beef cattle. He grew up on the farm, farming with beef cattle. He had a good 


relationship with his employees and was able to motivate his workers. He 


maintained a clear focus on both effectiveness and efficiency. He was able to 


commit personal resources to the business. These could increase the morale of 
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his employees so that they could be able to care, serve and belong to the 


business. His employees could be able to be both efficiently and effectively in 


their work. There was a succession plan of leadership on the farm because his 


children who were above 25 years were involved in the farming business. His 


tertiary education was not relevant to farming, because it was relevant to the 


Christian religion. He could utilize these skills by quoting from the Bible to 


encourage his children and workers by stating that those who worked harder 


would be rewarded. 


 


Farm owner two was likely to be a second successful farmer when compared to 


the other three farm owners. The reasons are as follows: the owner was involved 


in a supermarket and bottle store business. Even though this business is not 


relevant to farming his experience of purchasing and selling stock would help him 


because his core business on the farm was to sell oranges. 


He has good relationships with his employees and was able to motivate his 


workers. He maintained a clear focus on both effectiveness and efficiency. He 


was able to commit personal resources to the business. These would increase 


the morale of his employees so that they would be able to care, serve and belong 


to the business. His employees would be able to be both efficient and effective in 


their work. There was succession plan of leadership on the farm because his 


children who were above 25 years were involved in the farming business. His 


tertiary education was not relevant to farming, but to the Christian religion. He 


could utilize these skills to quote the Bible to encourage his children and workers 


to work harder. 


 


Farm owner three was likely not to be a successful farmer when compared to the 


other three farm owners. The reasons are as follows: he was unable to commit 


personal resources to the business because he did not have any resources. He 


did not have employees on the farm. The beneficiaries were the ones that are 


working on the farm. He did not have good relations with his colleagues because 
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were criticizing each other and did not appreciate or praise the good work that 


was done by his colleagues. 


 


Farm owner four was likely to be a third successful farmer. Because of the 


following reasons: the owner was involved in a general dealer business. Even 


though this business was not relevant to farming his experience of purchasing 


and selling stock would help him because his core business on the farm was to 


sell the tomatoes and beef cattle. He had good relationship with his employees 


and he was able to motivate his workers. He was able to commit personal 


resources to the business. These would increase the morale of his employees so 


that they would be able to care, serve and belong to the business. His employees 


would be able to be both efficient and effective in their work. 


 


In conclusion, drive, ambition, tenacity, leadership, motivation, trust, respect and 


commitment to vision, self confidence, knowledge of the business, commitment 


of personal resources to the business, wise utilisation of resources (to be 


efficient) and to achieve organisational goals (to be effective) characterise a 


successful entrepreneur. 


 


Table 4.2 Individual background of the farms 
 


 Nooitgedachte 
154 JQ (farm 
one) 


Mooivalei 342 
KQ portion 6  
(farm two)  


Lisbon 288 KR 
(farm three) 


Marken 457KR 
(farm four) 


Information      


Date of 


transfer 


03 January 2003 16 March 2005 23 December 


2004 


31 March 2004 


Number of 


hectares 


3079 92 408 163 


Number of 


beneficiarie


4 13 15 4 
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s 


Number of 


youth 


2 0 15 2 


Cost of the 


farm 


R621 000,00 R2 000 000,00 R105 000,00 R210 000,00 


Own 


contribution  


R250 204,00 R132 3493,00 R147 4995,00 R400 000,00 


Land 


Redistributi


on for 


Agricultural 


Developme


nt grant 


R621 000,00 R786 461,00 R895 950,00 R240 400,00 


Loan bond 


when 


purchasing 


the farm 


R55 000,00 R1 254 000,00 0 R258 000,00 


Production 


loan 


R61 000,00 0 0 0 


Farm house Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  


Storage 


room 


Yes  No  Yes  No  


Reservoir  No  Yes  No  No  


Pack house No  Yes  No  No  


Borehole  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  


Fence Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  


Electricity Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  


Do you 


market 


Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  


Other Two bakkies and Spraying None  Two five ton 
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assets  a trailer for 


loading the cattle 


machines, 


tractor and the 


technology for 


processing the 


oranges in the 


pack house 


trucks 


Challenges 


on farm 


Carrying capacity 


is limiting him to 


increase the 


number of beef 


cattle 


Baboons are 


eating the 


oranges 


Lack of finance 


for production  


input  


Frost is killing 


the tomatoes 


during winter 


Comprehen


sive 


Agricultural 


Support 


Programme 


grant 


R225 987,34 for 


erecting the fence 


R1 494 860.99 


for establishing 


the pack house, 


R55 221.95 for 


production 


inputs ( 14 


hectares of 


green mealies): 


total amount 


R1550082,94 


R1013288, 00 


for equipping 


the borehole 


and building 8 


broiler 


structures 


including 


equipment that 


is going to be 


used 


R99 936,50 for 


erecting the net 


house and 


equipping the 


borehole 


Number of 


beef cattle, 


sheep, 


goats, 


broilers, 


hectares 


planted and 


others 


specify: 


    


Now  450 beef cattle, 8 hectares 1 000 broilers 77 beef cattle, 2 
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51 goats, 42 


sheep, and 26 


pigs (the owner 


currently owns a 


butcher where he 


slaughters the 


cattle and sells 


the meat as raw, 


cook it or braai it 


and sell pap and 


meat. 


planted with   


5 000 orange 


trees 


per cycle hectares of 


tomatoes and 9 


000 seedlings of 


tomatoes inside 


the net house 


year ago 300 beef cattle, 


42 goats, and 30 


sheep 


8 hectares 


planted with  


5 000 orange 


trees 


1 000 broilers 


per cycle 


65 beef Cattle, 2 


hectares of 


tomatoes and 9 


000 seedlings of 


tomatoes inside 


the net house  


Two years 


ago 


270 beef cattle, 


35 goats and 28 


sheep 


8 hectares 


planted with 


5000 orange 


trees 


None  40 beef cattle, 


9000 seedlings 


of tomatoes 


inside the net 


house 


 


 


 


Table 4.2, indicates that farm one was probable the second best commercial 


farmer compared to the other three farms. The reasons are as follows: at the 


time the research was conducted farm one had 450 beef cattle, 51 goats, 42 


sheep, and 26 pigs (the owner then owned butchery, he was slaughtering the 


cattle at the abattoir and selling the meat at the butchery as raw, cooked or 


braaied to sell with pap and meat). The carrying capacity of the farm was limiting 
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them to increase the number of beef cattle. Two bakkies and a trailer are used to 


transport the cattle to the abattoir. 


 


Farm two can be rated as the best (first) commercial farmer when compared to 


the other three farms. The reasons at the time of the study were as follows:  farm 


two had 8 hectares planted with 5 000 orange trees as well as 14 hectares under 


green mealies during summer. They had spraying machines to spray the oranges 


during flowering, a tractor and its implements, and the necessary technology for 


processing the oranges in the pack house. 


 


Farm three was an emerging farmer when compared to the other three farms. 


Because were producing 1 000 broilers per cycle.  One of their challenges was 


that they did not have finance the necessary for input costs (purchasing the day-


old chicks, feed and medication). The Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme funds were used to build 8 broiler structures that were carrying 1 000 


broilers per cycle but due to a lack of input cost they were able to utilize only one 


structure. 


 


Farm four was rated between a commercial and emerging farmer compared to 


the other three farms. The farm had 77 head of beef cattle, 2 hectares of 


tomatoes and 9 000 seedlings of tomatoes inside the shade net. One of their 


challenges was that frost was destroying their tomatoes. They had two five ton 


trucks that were used to transport the tomatoes to the market. 


 


All the farms had farm houses, fences, electricity, boreholes and a market. A 


farm house provides shelter for the beneficiaries, the fence will reduce the risk of 


crime or theft, electricity is used to pump the water from the borehole and the 


consumers are there to buy their products. 


 


The differences between these farms were with respect of having or lacking a 


store room, pack house, reservoir. Those who did not have one of these 
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resources indicated that they needed them. The researcher thus recommends 


that the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture should use the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funds to build these resources 


for the farmers who are in need of them. 


 


4.3.1 Tables of income by time 
 


Table 4.3.1.1 Farm one (Nooitgedachte 154 JQ) 


Income  Time     


Annually  Now  Year ago Two years 


ago 


Total  


Total income  R250 000,00 R2 000 00,00 R150 000,00 R600 000,00 


Total cost R80 000,00 R70000,00 R65 000,00 R215 000,00 


Total profit 


before tax 


R170 000,00 R130 000,00 R85 000,00 R385 000,00 


Total  R500 000,00 R400 000,00 R300 000,00 R12 000 000,00 


 


At farm one there was a relationship between the total cost and income was 


increasing during the last two years ago. There was a clear indication that the 


farm was increasing its production and sales every year. A farm owner was 


keeping records for his farm. The farm status was that of a commercial farmer.  


 


Table 4.3.1.2 Farm two (Mooivalei 342 KQ remainder of portion 6) 


Income  Time     


Annually  Now  Year ago Two years ago Total  


Total income  R500 000,00 R500 000,00 R500 000,00 R1 500 000,00 


Total cost R200 000,00 R190 000,00 R170 000,00 R560 000,00 


Total profit 


before tax 


R300 000,00 R310 000,00 R330 000,00 R940 000,00 


Total  R1 000 000,00 R1 000 000,00 R1 000 000,00 R3 000 000,00 
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At farm two there was a relationship between the total cost and income was 


increasing during the previous two years. There is a clear indication that the farm 


was increasing its production and sales every year. A farm owner was keeping 


records for his farm. The farm can be regarded as a commercial farmer.  


 


Table 4.3.1.3 Farm three (Lisbon 288 KR 6, 19 and remainder of portion 12) 


Income  Time     


Annually  Now  Year ago Two years 


ago 


Total  


Total income  R48 000,00 R48 000,00 None  R96 000,00 


Total cost R24 000,00 R24 000,00 None  R 48 000,00 


Total profit  


before tax 


R24 000,00 R24 000,00 None  R48 000,00 


Total  R96 000,00 R96 000,00 None  R192 000,00 


 


On three there was no relationship between the farm owner did not keep records 


for his farm. It is clear that the total cost and income for this farm was estimated. 


This was undoubtedly an emerging farmer. 


 


Table 4.3.1.4 Farm four (Marken 475 KR) 


Income  Time     


Annually  Now  Year ago Two years 


ago 


Total  


Total income  R85 000,00 R65 000,00 R36 000,00 R186 000,00 


Total cost R7 500,00 R6 000,00 R6 000,00 R19 500,00 


Total profit 


before tax 


R77 500,00 R59 000,00 R3 000,00 R166 500,00 


Total  R170 000,00 R130 000,00 R72 000,00 R372 000,00 
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Farm four revealed a relationship between the total cost and income was 


increasing for the last two years. There as a clear indication that the farm was 


increasing the production and sales every year. The farm owners of farm four 


were keeping records for this farm. The farm ranges between emerging and a 


commercial.  


 


4.3.2 Responses from farmers 
 
Project data 
 
Number of beneficiaries 
 
Farm one had 4, farm two, 13, farm three, 15 and farm four, 4 beneficiaries. Even 


though the profit was shared among the beneficiaries, as the number of 


beneficiaries’ increases, the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development 


grants increased. 


 
Date of farm transfer to the owner 
 


Farm one was transferred on 03 January 2003, farm two on 16 March 2005, farm 


three was on 23 December 2004 and farm four on 31 March 2004. Farm one was 


thus owned for 4 years and 10 months, farm four for 3 years and 8 months, farm 


three for 3 years and farm two for 2 years and 8 months. There is thus no 


relationship between the number of years of owning the farm and the successes 


on the farm. What matters most is that the farmer must have vision and 


resources that can be used to produce the products that are going to satisfy the 


consumer needs. 
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Number of youths 
 


Three farms had youth members on their farms while one farm did not have 


youth members. Out of these three farms, one farm had 100% youth members. 


As the number of youth increased there was a lack of commitment of personal 


resources to the business service. The youths were unemployed, lack of financial 


resources and cannot get bond loans from the bank due to the lack of collateral.  


The researcher strongly suggests that the National Department of Agriculture 


should thus provide the security for the youth so that they can have access to 


financial resources or provide a scheme that does not stipulate the age when the 


youth may get to access to financial resources. 


 


What was the cost of the farm? 
 


The farm one cost was R621 000, 00, farm two, R2 000 000, 00, farm three, 


R105 000, 00 and farm four, R210 000, 00. It means that farm two incurred a 


greater purchasing cost, followed by farm three, farm one, and farm four. 


 


What was your own contribution? 
 


The own contribution of the farm one was R250 204, 00, farm two R1 323 493, 


00, farm three R1474995, 00 and farm four R400 000, 00. The contribution was 


made either in cash or in kind. The Department of Land Affairs accepts anything 


that will help with the development of the farm. It means that farm three 


contributed more, followed by farm two, farm four, and farm one. 


 


What was your Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development grant? 
 


The Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development grant of the farm one was 


R621 000, 00, farm two R786 461, 00, farm three R895950, 00, and farm four 


R240400, 00. The farm that contributed more would get more grants compared 
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to the other farms. It means farm three got a greater Land Redistribution for 


Agricultural Development grant, followed by farm two, farm four and farm one. 


 


Did you have a loan bond when purchasing the farm? 
 


The loan bond of farm one was R55 000, 00, farm two R125 4000, 00 farm three 


R139 995, 00 (donations) and farm four R258 000, 00. It means farm two had got 


the greatest loan bond, followed by farm four, farm one while farm three has got 


donations. The donations helped farm three to have a greater contribution than 


any other farm.  


 


Do you have a production loan? 
 
One farm had a production loan while three farms did not have a production loan. 


 


What is your total annually income on the farm? 
 


Annually  Now  Year ago Two years ago 


Farm one R250 000,00 R200 000,00 R150 000,00 


Farm two R500 000,00 R500 000,00 R500 000,00 


Farm three R48 000,00 R48 000,00 None  


Farm four  R85 000,00 R65 000,00 R36 000,00 


 


The table indicates that all the farms were making a profit. The recordkeeping at 


farm three was doubtful because the profit did not change for two years which is 


not practical due to price increases. The table indicates profit made before tax 


reduction. 
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What is your total cost annually on the farm? 
 


Annually  Now  Year ago Two years ago 


Farm one R80 000,00 R70 000,00 R65 000,00 


Farm two R200 000,00 R190 000,00 R1 700 000,00 


Farm three R24  000,00 R24 000,00 None  


Farm four  R7 500,00 R6 000,00 R6 000,00 


 
All the farms incurred costs when producing their products. 


 
What is your total annually profit on the farm? 
 


Annually  Now  Year ago Two years ago 


Farm one R170 000,00 R130 000,00 R85 000,00 


Farm two R300 000,00 R310 000,00 R330 000,00 


Farm three R24 000,00 R24 000,00 None  


Farm four  R77 500,00 R59 000,00 R30 000,00 


 
 
All the farms were making a profit. Looking at the profit of these four farms 


reveals that farm one and farm two were commercial farmers. Farm four was 


between an emerging and commercial farmer and farm three was an emerging 


farmer. 


 


Do you have a farm house? 
 


All the farms had the farm houses. The beneficiaries were staying on the farms. 


This is positive sign because the beneficiaries could act as a security force both 


during the day and at night this could reduce the risk of theft. 
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Do you have a storage room? 
 


Two farms had storage rooms and two farms did not have storage rooms. Those 


who did not have storage rooms indicated that they needed them. The 


researcher thus recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture should use the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme grant 


to build storage rooms for those who are in need of them. 


 


Do you have a pack house? 
 


One farm had the pack house for packaging the oranges while the other three 


farms did not have pack houses. Of three farms, one needed a pack house for 


packaging the tomatoes but two did not need pack houses. The researcher, 


therefore, recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture 


should use the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme grant to build 


pack houses for those who are in need of them. 


 


Do you have a reservoir? 
 


One of the farms had a reservoir but three of the farms did not have reservoirs. 


The farm owner who did not have a reservoir indicated that he needed it. As 


such, the researcher recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture should use the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme grant 


to build reservoirs for those who need them. 


 


Do you have a borehole? 
 


All the farms had the boreholes that were operational and water is available for 


human consumption and for drinking of animals. 
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Do you have a fence? 
 


All the farms had fences that were in a good condition. The risk of theft was 


reduced because all the farms were fenced. 


 
Do you have electricity? 
 


All the farms had electricity that could be used for irrigation and other purposes. 


 


Do you have a tractor and its implement? 
 


Three farms had tractors and implements but one farm did not have a tractor and 


its implements. The farm owner of the farm which did not have a tractor and its 


implement indicated that he needed them. The researcher, therefore, 


recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture should allow 


the beneficiaries to hire tractors from them at a low cost. 


 


Do you have the market? 
 


All the farms had good markets for their produce. The researcher recommends 


that the farmers should continue producing their products and try to increase 


their production in the near future. 


 
Have you acquired any agricultural training? 
 
All the farm owners had acquired different agricultural training. Three of them had 


received relevant training but one had gone for irrelevant training. The training 


that he received was for organic farming while he was farming with oranges. The 


researcher thus recommends that the farm owner should go for citrus (orange) 


production training because their main business on the farm was citrus 


production. 
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Do you have any challenges on the farm? 
 


All the farmers faced challenges. Farm three had the most serious challenge of 


the four, namely lack finance for production input. The researcher thus suggests 


the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture should use the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme funds to fund farm three with production inputs 


for 3 broiler houses.  


 


How much have you received from the Comprehensive Agricultural 
Support Programme? 
 


Farm one received R225 987, 34 for erecting the fence, farm two received R1 


494 860.99 for establishing the pack house, R55 221.95 for production inputs (14 


hectares of green mealies) and the total amount R1 550 082, 94. Farm three 


received R1 013 288, 00 for equipping the borehole and building 8 broiler 


structures including the equipment that were going to be used, and farm four has 


received R99 936, 50 for equipping the net house and borehole. It is thus clear 


that the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme does not have a proper 


procedure or system in place to decide who should get how much of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. It is, therefore, recommended 


that the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme should have proper 


procedure that will indicate that the farmers will be funded up to a certain amount 


of money. Looking at the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme grant 


the researcher has concluded that one Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme pillar is not effective, namely as financial assistance. The researcher 


recommends that all Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme pillars 


need to be effective will increase the probability of farmers to graduate from 


emerging to commercial farming. 
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Who developed the project scope?  
 


 The project scopes of the four farms were developed by the municipal 


managers. The scopes of these four farms were used on the implementation of 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme projects. 


 


What was the purpose of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 
Programme grant? 
 


The purpose of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme grant for 


farm one was for erecting the fence, farm two for establishing the pack house 


and for production inputs (14 hectares of green mealies), farm three for 


equipping the borehole and building 8 broiler structures including its equipment to 


be used, and farm four for erecting the net house and equipping the borehole 


 


Was the project completed according to the specifications? 
 


Three of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme projects had been 


completed according to the specifications while one of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme projects was completed according to the 


specifications. It happened at farm three where the contractors were expected to 


build the broiler house structure and they built a laying house structure. From the 


researcher point of view the beneficiaries and the municipal manager did not 


differentiate between the broiler and the laying structure. This problem was only 


detected by the researcher. As a result of this error the beneficiaries are 


experiencing a high mortality of broilers due to a lack of ventilation. A 


recommendation is thus made that the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture should conduct a market research for layer production and if the 


demand for eggs is very high, the beneficiaries should stop producing broilers on 


those structures and start farming with layers. 
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Do you keep records for the farm? 
 


Three of the farms were keeping records for the farm while one of the farms was 


not keeping records. For those who are not keeping records will experience 


difficulties in determining whether they are making a profit or a loss. The 


researcher recommends that all the farmers have to keep records for their farms.  


 


Are you making profit on the farm? 
 
All the farmers were making a profit. It was difficult to determine whether farm 


three was making a profit because the beneficiaries were not keeping records on 


the farm. 


 
Do you have other project in mind? 


 


All the farmers had other projects in mind. Farm one wanted to farm with pigs. 


The reason was that they wanted to add value to their farming business by 


utilising the by product of pap and meat to feed the pigs.  Farm two wanted to 


make orange juice. To add value on their farming businesses by utilizing the 


oranges that are not going to be send to the market to make juice. Farm three 


wanted to build a hatchery to produce the Ross breed for the production of 


broilers since the beneficiaries did not want to buy day-old chicks from the other 


hatchery. They wanted to produce them for themselves. Farm four wanted to 


erect a net house. If the production is in bulk farmers are usually able to save 


costs and be able to increase their profit. This could succeed the farm would be 


able to save costs and this could result results in an increase in their profit.  
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If yes, how are you going to finance this project? 
 


Three of the farm owners indicated that they would apply for a loan from the 


banks while one of the farm owners (farm one) wanted to invest the profit that 


they were getting for pig farming. 


 


How do you think government should help you? 
 


Farm one needed  technical advice for pig production, farm two training for 


making juice, farm three wanted government to fund the project in infrastructure 


and farm four wanted government to pay half of the for improving the 


infrastructure of the net house. All the beneficiaries needed strong support from 


both the Limpopo Provincial and National Department of Agriculture. 


 


How do you think the banks should help you? 
 
Three farm owners needed a loan from the banks but one did not need a loan 


from the banks.  


 


Have you ever used micro financing? 
 
 All the farmers had not used micro finance. 


 
Do you find it useful? 
 


There were no responses because micro finance was never used. 


 
Do you often need working capital? 
 


All the farms needed working capital. 
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Do you do cash flows? 
 


Two of the farm owners were able to do the cash flows of their businesses while 


two of them were unable to do so. Those who were unable to do cash flows of 


their businesses were operating their businesses in the dark because they did 


not know exactly when the money was coming in (in-flow) and going out (out-


flow) of their businesses. The researcher strongly recommends the municipal 


managers from the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture to organize 


cash flow training courses for their farmers. 


 


Do you do an income statement? 
 
Two of the farm owners were able to do an income statement of their businesses 


and two of them were unable to do so. Those who were unable to do an income 


statement of their businesses did not really operate their businesses properly 


because they did not know their total income and the total costs of their 


businesses. As a result, the researcher suggests that the municipal managers 


from the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture to organize income 


statement training courses for their farmers. 


 


Data on Project Management 
 
Are there specific project goals for this farm? 
 


All the farms had specific project goals for their farms. The goal of the 


Department of Agriculture on the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme projects is to ensure the economic viability and sustainability in the 


farming business because the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture 


wants to see the farmers graduating from emerging to commercial farming. 
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Is there somebody who has the responsibility and authority for the 
attainment of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme goals? 
 
All the farms had somebody tasked with the responsibility and authority for the 


attainment of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme goals. The 


municipal managers, value chain managers, land reform advisors, and 


agricultural technicians are responsible to the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme for the attainment its goals. Each farm owner is held 


responsible for his own goals on his farm. 


  


Did the owner agree on the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 
Programme project objectives and deliverables at each stage of the 
project? 
 
The owners of the farms agreed on the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme projects objectives and deliverables at each stage of the project. The 


agreement was done on the objectives of the business plan before the project 


started. 


 


Was the owner informed about reducing the cost by using cheaper, more 
efficient labour or equipment that will extend the duration of the project? 
 


Two of the farm owners were informed about reducing the cost by using cheaper, 


efficient labour or equipment that would extend the duration of the project while 


two were not informed. The researcher recommends that farm owners need to be 


informed about reducing the costs by using cheaper, more efficient labour or 


equipment that will extend the duration of the project. 
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Were cost accounts for the different activities explained to the owner(s)? 
 


Two of the farm owners were told about the cost accounts for the different 


activities of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme projects and 


two were not. The researcher suggests that cost accounts be explained to the 


farm owners. This will help the farm owners to know and understand the costs of 


the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme project.  


 


Does every member of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 
Programme project have the responsibility to perform on the project? 
 
All the farm owners indicated that every member of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme project had a responsibility to perform on the 


project.  


 


Do you have risk management plan for this project?  
 


Three of the farm owners did not have a risk management plan for their projects 


while one of the farm owners had a risk management plan for his projects.  


 


Have you undergone a project management training course?  
 


The farm owners did not all have project management training courses. Farming 


business needs to be divided into projects because every product that is planted 


or raised on the farm has a start and an end. One of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is training and capacity building of the 


farmers and the researcher recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department 


of Agriculture has to use Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funds 


to arrange basic projects management training courses for the farmers. 
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Have you undergone any management training course?  
 
All the farm owners did not undergo management training courses. Farming 


needs management skills to be executed both efficiently and effectively. One of 


the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is training and 


capacity building of the farmers and the researcher, therefore, recommends that 


the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has to use Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme funds to arrange basic management training 


courses for the farmers. 


 


Have you undergone any operations management training course?  
 
The farm owners did not all undergo operations management training courses. 


Farming is a business like any other business. It demands the farmers acquire 


training for operations management skills in order to run their farms profitably. 


One of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is training 


and capacity building of the farmers. The researcher thus suggests that the 


Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has to use Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme funds to arrange basic operations management 


training courses for the farmers. 


 
Data on Entrepreneurship 
 
Have you been to business before coming to the agriculture sector? 
 
All the farm owners were in business before coming to agriculture or started 


farming. Farm owner one was in the farming business as was one of the 


commercial farmers. The other three of the farm owners were in the retail 


business which is irrelevant for farming. 
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Do you have any tertiary education? 
 


Two of the farm owners had tertiary education but their qualifications were in 


theology and two of the farm owners did not have any tertiary education. All the 


farm owners were able to read, write and understand English. 


 


Are your children involved in farming? 
 


Three of the farm owners’ their children were involved in farming and one’s 


children were not involved because they were still under age. 


 


Are you prepared to take calculated risks? 
 


All the farm owners were prepared to take the calculated risks.  


 


Do you have the ability to solve problems, show tolerance for conflict and 
stress? 
 
Three of the farm owners admitted that they had the ability to solve problems, 


had tolerance for conflict and stress while one did not have tolerance one is not. 


One of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is training 


and capacity building of the farmers including teaching them tolerance. The 


researcher thus recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture has to use Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funds to 


arrange basic conflict management training for the farmers. 


 


Are you able to manage the risk of your enterprise by accepting control 
and being involved in the basic aspects of the enterprise? 
 


One of the farm owners thought he was able to manage the risk of his enterprise 


by accepting control and being involved in the basic aspects of the enterprise 
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while three were not. One of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme’s pillars is training and capacity building of the farmers, so the 


researcher suggests that the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has 


to use Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funds to arrange basic 


risk management training for the farmers. 


 


Do you have decision-making skills? 
 


Two of the farm owners had decision making skills and two not. As the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme aims at empowering the 


farmers in all respects, the researcher would recommend that the Limpopo 


Provincial Department of Agriculture has to use Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme funds to arrange basic decision-making training for the 


farmers. 


 


Do you have a vision for the farm? 
 


All the farm owners had a vision for their farms. It means all the farms had 


direction, a business position to follow, the capabilities to develop and customer 


needs to serve. All the farm owners were able to make a production plan for a 


year for their farms. These plans were communicated to their municipal 


managers. 


 
Are you able to motivate workers? 
  
Three of the farm owners were able to motivate their workers while one lacked 


this skill.  Employees that are not motivated are less productive than employees 


that are motivated. One of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s 


pillars includes in motivation training. The researcher strongly recommends that 


Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has to use the Comprehensive 
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Agricultural Support Programme funds to arrange motivational course training for 


the farmers. 


 


Do you have a positive attitude regarding your business? 
 
All the farm owners had a positive attitude towards their farming business. It 


means all farm owners had love and passion for their businesses. 


 


Are you able to commit your personal resources to the business? 
 
Three of the farm owners were able to commit their personal resources to the 


business but one was not. The reason for not committing their resources to their 


business was that they lacked the necessary resources. All the beneficiaries 


were youth who were unemployed and lacked security to obtain loans from the 


banks. 


 
Do you know who your competitors are? 
 
All the farm owners knew their competitors. However, competitors are no longer 


seen as enemies, but as partners. For example, farmer one was able to 


amalgamate with his competitors when taking its beef cattle to the abattoir and 


farm two was able to amalgamate with his competitors when taking its oranges to 


the market.  


 


Do you know what your competitors are doing? 
 
All the farm owners knew what their competitors were doing. 
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Do you know the position of your own business compared to those of your 
competitors? 
 
All the farm owners knew the position of their own businesses compared to those 


of their competitors. For example, farmer two knew that his oranges were ready 


for the market around April and for the competitors around June. 


 


Do you have good relations with your employees? 
 
Three of the farm owners had good relations with their employees and one did 


not have employees because they did not have money to pay the employees.  


Farm owners often do not recognize and praise the good work done their 


employees. 


 
Do you have good relations with your clients? 
 
All the farm owners had good relations with their clients. Any business exists to 


serve the needs of the clients. This is very good because the clients are the core 


of the business. Without clients there is no business. 


 


Do you know your target market?  
 


All the farm owners knew their target markets. Before the farmers can produce 


the products they have to know where they are going to sell their products. 


 


Do you know your target market requirements and their needs? 
 
All the farm owners were aware of their target market requirements and needs. It 


is a well known fact that the quality of the product is determined by the 


consumers. If the product does not satisfy the consumer it means the quality is 


not satisfactory. 
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 Do you have financial management skills and know how they must be 
applied to the business? 
 
All the farm owners admitted they lacked financial management skills. Farming is 


a business like any other business. Financial statements need to be prepared for 


the farm. One of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is 


training and capacity building of the farmers and the researcher, therefore, 


recommends that Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has to use the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funds to arrange basic financial 


management training courses for the farmers. 


 


Do you have a business plan for the project? 


 


All the farm owners had a business plan for the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme projects. The business plan was used to check whether the 


farms were going to make a profit or loss. There were business plans for the 


farms and the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme projects were 


included in those business plans of their farms.  


 


Have you undergone any entrepreneurship training course? 
 


All the farm owners did not have entrepreneurship training courses. Farming is a 


business like any other business. It demands the farmers to acquire training for 


entrepreneurial skills in order to run their farms profitably. One of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is training and capacity 


building of the farmers and the researcher recommends that the Limpopo 


Provincial Department of Agriculture has to use Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme funds to arrange basic entrepreneurship training courses for 


the farmers. 
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Do you have a bank account for the farm? 
 
All the farm owners had bank accounts for their farms. Looking at the profit of the 


four farms, three out of the four would be able to open a business account at a 


bank and have overdraft facilities. 


 


Do you have a market contract for your products? 
  
The farm owners did not all have market contracts for their products. The 


researcher encourages farm owners to have market contracts. 


 


Have you undergone a marketing training course? 
 
All the farm owners did not have marketing skills. One of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is training and capacity building of the 


farmers. The researcher resultantly recommends that the Limpopo Provincial 


Department of Agriculture has to use Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme funds to arrange basic marketing training courses for the farmers. 


 


Have you undergone a bookkeeping training course? 
 
Two of the farm owners had undergone bookkeeping training courses while two 


of them did not. Since of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s 


pillars is training and capacity building of the farmers and the researcher 


recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has to use 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funds to arrange bookkeeping 


training course for the farmers. 
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Do you have a marketing plan for the products on the farm?  
 


Three of the farm owners lacked a marketing plan for the product on the farm 


which only one of the farm owners had a marketing plan. The researcher thus 


encourages all the farm owners to have marketing plans for their products. 


 


Have you conducted a marketing research for the products on the farm?   


 


Three of the farm owners did not conduct marketing research for the products on 


their farms and one of the farm owners had done marketing research. The 


researcher strongly encourages all farm owners to conduct marketing research 


for their products as marketing research helps producer to know quality and 


quantity that are needed by the consumers. 


 


Data on Operations Management  
 


Are there specific operations strategies for this project? 
 
Three of the farm owners did not have specific operations strategies for their 


farms and one of the farm owners had operations strategies. According to 


Thompson and Strickland (2003), strategies are needed for the following 


reasons: to proactively shape how a company’s business will be conducted and 


to mould the independent actions and decisions of managers and employees into 


a coordinated, companywide plan. 


 


Are you practising just–in-time on the project? 
 


Three of the farm owners were not practising just-in-time on their farms while one 


was practising just-in-time on his farm. 
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Have you undergone operations management training? 
 


None of the farm owners had operations management training. One of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is training and capacity 


building of the farmers. The researcher thus recommends that the Limpopo 


provincial Department of Agriculture has to use the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme grant to arrange operations management training courses 


for the farmers. 


 


Do you have an operations manager? 


 


Three of the farms did not have operations managers and one of the farms had 


one. An operations manager on the farm will ensure that the farm has a 


marketing plan for the products before they are produced. This will enhance the 


probability of the farms to practise just-in-time on their farms. 


 


Does the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development beneficiaries 
have a job design? 
 
All the farm owners indicated that the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development beneficiaries had job designs. If the farm owners have a job design 


for the employees it will be very easy to recruit and train their employees. 


 


Do you have a spraying or vaccination programme? 
 


All the farms had the spraying or vaccination programme for the products 


produced on the farms. 


 


4.3.2 Responses from municipal managers 
 
Data on Project Management 
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Are there specific project goals for this farm? 
 


All the municipal managers agreed that the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development farms had specific project goals for their farms. The Limpopo 


Provincial Department of Agriculture’s goal on Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme projects is to ensure the economic viability and sustainability 


in the farming business. The Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture wants 


to see the farmers graduating from emerging to commercial farming. The goals 


are the same as those for the four farm owners. 


 


Is there somebody who has the responsibility and authority for the 
attainment of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme goals? 
 
All the municipal managers agreed there was somebody who had the 


responsibility and authority for the attainment of the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme goals. The municipal managers, value chain managers, land 


reform advisors and agricultural technicians are responsible for the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme for the attainment of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme goals. The response on this 


question was the same as for four farm owners. 


 


Did the owner agree on the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 
Programme project objectives and deliverables at each stage of the 
project? 
 
All the municipal managers stated that the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme project objectives and deliverables at each stage of the project were 


followed. The agreement was done on the objectives of the business plan before 


the project started. The response on this question was the same as for the four 


farm owners. 
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Was the owner informed about reducing the cost by using cheaper, more 
efficient labour or equipment to extend the duration of the project? 
 


All the municipal managers informed the farm owners about reducing costs by 


using cheaper, more efficient labour or equipment to extend the duration of the 


project. Two of the farm owners indicated that they were not informed 


 


Were cost accounts for the different activities explained to the owner(s)? 
 


All the municipal managers told the farm owners about the cost accounts for the 


different activities of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme 


projects. Two farm owners indicated that they were not told about cost accounts 


for the different activities of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme 


projects. 


 
Does every member of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 
Programme project have a responsibility to perform on the project? 
 
All the municipal managers indicated that every member of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme project had a responsibility to perform on the 


project. Responsibility focuses on who has what responsibility (for example, 


approving, communicating) associated with each Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme project task. The response on this question was the same 


as for four farm owners. 


 
Do you have a risk management plan for this project? 
 
 Municipal managers admitted that they did not have risk management plans for 


their projects.  
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Did you have a project plan, monitoring and evaluation plan before the 
project started? 
 
All the municipal managers indicated that they lacked a project plan, monitoring 


and evaluation plan before the project start. The researcher thus recommends 


that a project, monitoring and evaluation plan should be in place before the 


project started. The researcher recommends that the Limpopo Provincial 


Department of Agriculture has to arrange for advanced monitoring and an 


evaluation training courses for the managers. 


 


Have you undergone a project management training course?  
 


Three of municipal managers had received a project management training 


courses while one of the municipal managers did not have project management 


training. A Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme is a programme that 


is exceptionally large and has long range objectives that need to be broken down 


into projects. These projects need to be divided further into tasks. The tasks 


need to be split into work packages that are themselves composed of work units. 


The researcher recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture has to arrange for an advanced projects management training course 


for managers. 


 


Have you under gone any management training course?  
 
One municipal manager did not attend management training course while three 


of them had done so. To manage employees’ plays a crucial role for the success 


of an organization. The researcher thus recommends that Limpopo Provincial 


Department of Agriculture has to arrange for the advanced principles of 


management training course for the managers. 
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Have you undergone any operations management training course?  
 
None of municipal managers had attended operations management training 


course. The researcher thus recommends that the Limpopo Provincial 


Department of Agriculture has to arrange the advanced operations management 


training courses for managers. 


 


Have you under gone any entrepreneurship training course? 
 


None of municipal managers had attended any entrepreneurship training course. 


Farming is a business, like any other business; it demands the farmers to acquire 


training for entrepreneurial skills in order to run their farms profitably. The 


researcher thus suggests that the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture 


has to arrange advanced entrepreneurship training courses for the farmers. 


 


4.4 SWOT Analysis 
 


SWOT is an acronym for the internal strengths and weaknesses of a firm or 


company and includes the environmental opportunities and threats facing that 


firm or company. It is a technique through which managers create a quick 


overview of the company’s strategic situation. 


 


The following SWOT analysis captures key strengths and weaknesses, 


opportunities and threats on the four farms, as the four municipal managers 


regarded them and describes the threats facing the four farms. 
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Table 4.3 Farm one (Nooitgedagte 154 JQ) 
 


Strengths Weakness  


• Prepared to take calculated risks 


• Ability to solve problems, tolerance 


for conflict and stress 


• Able to commit personal resources 


to the business 


• Able to do cash flow and income 


statement 


• Making economic profit 


• Have specific farm goals 


• Have risk management plan for the 


projects on the farm 


• The farm owner grew up in the 


farming business 


• The farm owner is efficient and 


effective 


• Know their competitors and what 


they are doing 


• Have good relations with clients and 


employees 


• Have a market for the  products that 


are produced on the farm 


• Able to keep records for the farm 


• Have a business plan for the farm 


• Able to motivate workers 


• Have livestock production training 


• Strong succession planning 


• Have Middelkop butchery 


• Lack of financial, operations, project  


management, entrepreneurship, 


marketing and general management 


skills 


• No abattoir 


• No marketing plan 


• No marketing research conducted for 


the products produced on the farm 


• No operation strategies 


• Unable to practise Just-In-Time 


• No operations manager 


• No job design 


• Lack  decision making skills 
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• Able to amalgamate with the 


competitors 


• Have a vaccination programme 


 


Opportunities  Threats  


 • Harsh climatic conditions from drought, 


heat waves and floods 


• Caring capacity is limiting the 


beneficiaries from increasing the 


number of beef cattle 


• Increase in price for slaughtering the 


cattle at the abattoir 


• Diseases that will affect the production 


of beef cattle, sheep and goats 


 


Table 4.4 Farm two (Mooivalei 342 KQ the remainder of portion 6) 
 


Strengths Weakness  


• Prepared to take calculated risks 


• Ability to solve problems, tolerance 


for conflict and stress 


• Able to commit personal resources 


to the business 


• Farm owner is efficient and effective 


• Able to do cash flow and income 


statement 


• Making economic profit 


• Have specific farm goals 


• Know competitors and what they 


are doing 


• Lack of financial, operations, project  


management, entrepreneurship, 


marketing, and general management 


skills 


• No abattoir 


• No risk management plan for the 


projects on the farm 


• Unable to utilise the by products of 


oranges 
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• Have good relation with clients and 


employees 


• Able to amalgamate with 


competitors 


• Have market for the products that 


are produced on the farm 


• Able to keep records for the farm 


• Have business plan for the farm 


• Able to motivate workers 


• Strong succession planning 


• Have spraying programme 


• Technology for processing the 


oranges 


• Have operation strategies 


• Able to practise Just-In-Time 


• Have a job design 


• Have marketing plan 


• Able to conduct marketing research 


for products produced on the farm 


• The previous owner is the 


operations manager 


• Have decision making skills 


 


Opportunities  Threats  


• To make orange juice 


• Able to access Micro Agricultural 


Finance Scheme of South Africa  


• Support from Provincial Department 


of Agriculture and National 


Department of Agriculture 


• Harsh climatic conditions from drought, 


heat waves and floods 


• Hail that will destroy the oranges during 


flowering stages 


• Disease that will affect the production of 


oranges 
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• Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme grant 


• Get training on financial, operations, 


project  management, 


entrepreneurship, marketing, and 


general management skills 


 


 


 


Table 4.5 Farm three (Lisbon 288KR 6, 19 and remainder of portion 12) 
 


Strengths Weakness  


• Prepared to take calculated risks 


• Making profit 


• Have specific farm goals 


• Know his competitors and what they 


are doing 


• Have good relation with clients  


• Have market for products that are 


produced on farm 


• Have business plan for farm 


• Have broiler production training 


• Have vaccination programme 


 


• Lack of financial, operations, project  


management, entrepreneurship, 


marketing and general management 


skills 


• No marketing plan 


• No marketing research conducted on 


the farm 


• No operation strategies 


• Unable to practise Just-In-Time 


• No operations manager 


• No succession planning 


• Unable to solve problems, tolerance for 


conflict and stress 


• Unable to do cash flow and income 


statement 


• No  risk management plan for project on 


farm 


• No good relation with colleagues 
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• Unable to motivate workers 


• Unable to keep records for farm 


• Laying structures have been built 


instead of broiler structures 


• Lack of decision-making skills 


 


Opportunities  Threats  


• Able to access Micro Agricultural 


Finance Scheme of South Africa  


• Support from Provincial Department 


of Agriculture and National 


Department of Agriculture 


• Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme grant 


• Got training on financial, operations, 


project management, 


entrepreneurship, marketing, 


decision-making and general 


management skills 


• To build a hatchery (For Ross 


breed) 


 


• Harsh climatic conditions from drought, 


heat waves and floods 


• Unable to commit personal resources to 


business 


• No security to obtain loans from the 


banks 


• Diseases that will affect the growth of 


the broilers 


 
Table 4.6 Farm four (Marken 457 KR) 
 


Strengths Weakness  


• Prepared to take calculated risks 


• Ability to solve problems, tolerance 


for conflict and stress 


• Able to commit personal resources 


• Lack of financial, operations, project  


management, entrepreneurship, 


marketing, decision making  and 


general management skills 
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to business 


• Able to do cash flow and income 


statement 


• Making economic profit 


• Have specific farm goals 


• Know competitors and what they 


are doing 


• Have good relation with clients and 


employees 


• Have market for product 


• Able to keep records for  farm 


• Have business plan for  farm 


• Able to motivate workers 


• Have  hydroponic  training on 


tomato production 


• Strong succession planning 


• Have vaccination and spraying 


programmes 


 


• No marketing plan 


• No marketing research conducted on 


farm 


• No operation strategies 


• Unable to practise Just-In-Time 


• No operations manager 


• Not practising Just-In-Time 


• No risk management plan for project on 


the farm 


• Lack of decision making skills 


  


Opportunities  Threats  


• Able to access Micro Agricultural 


Finance Scheme of South Africa  


• Support from Provincial Department 


of Agriculture and National 


Department of Agriculture 


• Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme grant 


• Get training on financial, operations, 


project  management, 


entrepreneurship, marketing, 


• Harsh climatic conditions from drought, 


heat waves and floods 


• Caring capacity is limiting the 


beneficiaries to increase the number of 


beef cattle 


• Diseases  that will affect growth of 


tomatoes and beef cattle 
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decision making and general 


management skills 


 


 


Table 4.7 Municipal Manager One (Thabazimbi Municipality) 
 


Strengths Weakness  


• Cost accounts explained for the 


different activities to the owners 


(farmers) 


• Responsible for attainment of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme 


• Have specific goals for the farmers 


• Agreed with owners (farmers) on 


the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme project 


objectives, deliverables at each 


stage of project 


• Strong visionary 


• Strong component of extension and 


advisory personnel 


 


 


• Do not have the project plan , 


monitoring and evaluation plan before 


the project started 


• Unable to monitor projects during 


implementation 


• Do not have risk management plan for 


projects 


• Lack of financial, operations, project  


management, entrepreneurship, and 


general management skills 


• Weak data and information base 


• Lack of communication with farmers 


• Owners not informed about reducing the 


costs by using cheaper, efficient labour 


or equipment that extends the duration 


of the project 


• Poor management (planning, leading, 


organising, and controlling) 


 


 


Opportunities  Threats  


• Get training on financial, operations, 


project  management, 


• Failure of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme on 
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entrepreneurship, and general 


management skills 


 


farms allocated under Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development 


• Unable to differentiate between broiler 


and layers structures 


 


Table 4.8 Municipal Manager Two (Value Chain Manager Waterberg District) 
 


Strengths  Weakness  


• Cost accounts explained for 


different activities to owners 


(farmers) 


• Responsible for attainment of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme 


• Have specific goals for farmers 


• Agreed with owners (farmers) on 


the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme project 


objectives, deliverables at each 


stage of the project 


• Strong visionary 


• Strong component of extension and 


advisory personnel 


• Owners informed about reducing 


the cost by using cheaper, efficient 


labour or equipment that extends 


the duration of the project 


• Have entrepreneurship, general 


management and  project 


• Lack operations management skills. 


•  Do not have  project plan , monitoring 


and evaluation plan before  project 


started 


• Unable to monitor projects during 


implementation 


• Do not have risk management plan for 


projects 


• Lack of management, decision-making  


and general management skills 


• Weak data and information base 


• Lack of communication with farmers 


• Poor management (planning, leading, 


organising, and controlling) 
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management skills 


 


 


Opportunities  Threats  


• Get training on operations 


management 


 


• Failure of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme on 


farms allocated under Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development 


 


 


Table 4.9 Municipal Manager Three (Land Reform Manager Waterberg 
District) 
 


Strengths  Weakness  


• Cost accounts explained for 


different activities to owners 


(farmers) 


• Responsible for attainment of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme 


• Have specific goals for  farmers 


• Agreed with owners (farmers) on 


Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme project 


objectives, deliverables at each 


stage of project 


• Strong visionary 


• Strong component of extension and 


advisory personnel 


• Lack of operations management and 


entrepreneurial skills  


•  Do not have project plan, monitoring 


and evaluation plan before project 


started 


• Unable to monitor projects during 


implementation 


• Do not have risk management plan for 


projects 


• Management, decision-making  and 


general management skills 


• Weak data and information base 


• Lack of communication with farmers 


• Poor management (planning, leading, 


organising, and controlling) 
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• Owners informed about reducing 


costs by using cheaper, efficient 


labour or equipment that extends 


the duration of the project 


• Have entrepreneurship, general 


management and  project 


management skills 


 


 


 


Opportunities  Threats  


• Get training on operations 


management and entrepreneurship 


 


• Failure of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme on 


farms allocated under Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development 
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Table 4.10 Municipal Manager Four (Mokgalakwena Municipality) 
 


Strengths  Weakness  


• Cost accounts explained for 


different activities to owners 


(farmers) 


• Responsible for attainment of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural support 


Programme 


• Have specific goals for farmers 


• Agreed with  owners (farmers) on  


Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme project 


objectives, deliverables at each 


stage of  project 


• Strong visionary 


• Strong component of extension and 


advisory personnel 


• Have entrepreneurship, general 


management and  project 


management skills 


 


 


• Lack of operations management and 


entrepreneurial skills  


• Do not have project plan , monitoring 


and evaluation plan before project 


started 


• Unable to monitor projects during 


implementation 


• Do not have risk management plan for 


projects 


• Weak data and information base 


• Lack of communication with the farmers 


• Poor management (planning, leading, 


organising, and controlling) 


• Owners not  informed about reducing 


costs by using cheaper, efficient labour 


or equipment that extends the duration 


of the project 


 


Opportunities  Threats  


• Get training on operations 


management and entrepreneurship 


 


• Failure of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme on 


farms allocated under Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development 
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4.5 Summary  
 
This chapter gives the views, opinions and comments about the success of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme on the farms allocated under 


the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development. 
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5. Chapter Five  
 
5. Summary, Conclusion, and Summary of the Recommendation 
 
5.1 Summary 
 


The aim of the study was to investigate the success of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme projects on farms allocated under the Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural Development in the Waterberg District of the 


Limpopo Province. Data collection and analysis of the research took the 


researcher four month. Open-ended questionnaires were used to collect data 


and four farms allocated under Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development 


funded by the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme and four 


municipal managers in the Waterberg District of the Limpopo Province were 


interviewed. The qualitative approach was used to process the data. 


 
5.2 Conclusions 
 


The findings and the outcomes of the analysis and interpreted data have shown 


that: 


 


5.2.1 Comprehensive agricultural support programme pillars 
 


The following six areas of support were identified: 


i. Information and knowledge management 


ii. Technical and Advisory Assistance, and Regulatory Services 


iii. Training and capacity building 


iv. Marketing and business development 


v. On-farm and off-farm infrastructure and production inputs 


Vi      Financial assistance the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme, 


for assistance, provides finance in the form of the Micro Agricultural. Finance 
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Scheme of South Africa. This scheme allows farmers to get loans up to R100 


000, 00 at an 8% interest rate. The scheme does not demand collaterals for the 


farmers to qualify for the loan. 


The first five of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme pillars were 


considered when four farms were funded by the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme by the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture while 


one pillar was not considered namely financial assistance.  


 


The researcher thus recommends that the National Department of Agriculture 


has to make sure that the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme pillar 


that was not achieved needs to be used for the benefit of the farmers. 


 


5.2.2 Number of youths beneficiaries per farm in the land redistribution for 
agricultural development programme 
 


Three farms had youth members on their farms while one farm did not have 


youth members. Out of these three farms, one farm had 100% youth members. 


As the number of youth increased there was a lack of commitment of personal 


resources to the business service. The youths were unemployed, lack of financial 


resources and cannot get bond loans from the bank due to the lack of collateral.  


 


The researcher suggests that government should provide the security for the 


youths so that they can have access to financial resources or provide a scheme 


that does not stipulate the age when the youths may get to access to financial 


resources and the National Department of Agriculture should ensure that the 


Micro Agricultural Finance Scheme of South Africa has to be active (operational) 


and be able to provide funds to the youth and other farmers. 
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5.2.3 Number of number beneficiaries per farm in the land redistribution for 
agricultural development programme 
 


Farm one had 4, farm two has 13, farm three 15 and farm four 4 beneficiaries. 


Even though the profit was shared among the beneficiaries, as the number of 


beneficiaries’ increases, the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development 


grants increased. 


 


The Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development grant was as follows: farm 


one was R621 000, 00, farm two, R786 461, 00, farm three, R895 950, 00, and 


farm four, R240 400, 00. The farm that contributed more would get more grants 


compared to the other farms. When the number of beneficiaries increased the 


Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development grant increased, considering 


the own contribution of labour only. The reality is that every person qualifies for a 


grant of R20 000, 00 considering the own contribution of labour only. 


 


The researcher thus recommends that the beneficiaries have to group 


themselves when they want to access the Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development grant. 


 
5.2.4 Just-in- time 
 
Three of the farm owners were not practising just-in-time on their farms while one 


was practising just-in-time on his farm. The farm owner that was practising just-


in-time has employed an operational manager and three of the farm owners did 


not employ the operational manager. Operational manager enhance the 


probability of the farms to practise just-in-time on their farms. 


 


It is clear form the researcher point of view that the farmers who want to practise 


just-in-time principle should employ operations manager. 
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5.2.5 Operations strategies 
 
Three of the farm owners did not have specific operations strategies for their 


farms and one of the farm owners had operations strategies. The farm owner had 


operations strategies was able to practise just-in-time. Strategies are needed for 


shaping the farm’s business, moulding the independent actions and decisions of 


managers and employees into a coordinated, companywide plan. The researcher 


suggests that every farm must have operations strategies for their farming 


business. 


 
5.2.6 Marketing research 
 


Three of the farm owners did not conduct marketing research for the products on 


their farms and one of the farm owners had done it. The researcher strongly 


encourages all farm owners to conduct marketing research for their products as 


marketing research helps the producer to know quality and quantity that are 


needed by the consumers. 


 


5.2.7 Marketing plan  
 
Three of the farm owners lacked a marketing plan for the product on the farm 


which only one of the farm owners had a marketing plan. The researcher thus 


encourages all the farm owners to have marketing plans for their products. 


 
5.2.8 Responses from the municipal managers and farmers 
 
There was a similar response between the farmers and the managers on some 


of the questions (the first two questions and the other one for responsibility 


matrices on project management data) on project management data. The 


researcher strongly encourages a regular communication between the managers 


and the farmers.  
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5.2.9 Technology 
 


None of the farm owners were able to use advanced technology on the farms. 


The reason is that the farm owners cannot afford to purchase the advanced 


technology. The researcher advises the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture to utilise the Comprehensive Agricultural support Programme grant to 


purchase the advanced technology for farmers. 


 


5.2.10 Training for the farmers and managers 
 
None of the farm owners has attended the following training: basic project 


management, entrepreneurship, marketing operations management, and 


principles of management. One of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme’s pillars is training and capacity building of the farmers and the 


researcher recommends that Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has 


to use Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funds to arrange training 


for the farmers for the above courses. 


 


Three of municipal managers had received a project management training 


courses while one of the municipal managers did not have project management 


training. None of municipal managers had attended operations management and 


entrepreneurship training course. The researcher recommends that the Limpopo 


Provincial Department of Agriculture should organize training for their managers 


in the following fields: advanced project management, operation management, 


entrepreneurship, and marketing, principles of management and monitoring and 


evaluation. 
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 5.2.11 Ceiling on the comprehensive agricultural support programme 
 
Farm one received R225 987, 34 for erecting the fence, farm two, R1 494 860.99 


for establishing the pack house, R55 221.95 for production inputs (14 hectares of 


green mealies) and the total amount R1 550 082, 94. Farm three, R1 013 288, 00 


for equipping the borehole and building 8 broiler structures including the 


equipment that were going to be used, and farm four, R99 936, 50 for equipping 


the net house and borehole. It is thus clear that the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme does not have a proper procedure or system in place to 


decide who should get how much of the grant. The researcher strongly suggests 


that both the Limpopo Provincial and National Department of Agriculture have to 


decide ceiling grant for Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. 


 


5.2.12 Project manager 
 


 Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture does not have a qualified project 


manager to manage Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. The 


researcher strongly suggests that the Limpopo Provincial Department of 


Agriculture can employ a project manager to manage the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme. 


 
5.2.13 Project, monitoring and evaluation plan 
 
All the municipal managers have indicated that they lacked a project, monitoring 


and evaluation plan before the project start. The researcher thus recommends 


that a project, monitoring and evaluation plan should be in place before the 


project started and the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has to 


arrange for advanced monitoring and an evaluation training courses for the 


managers. 
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In conclusions, if the farms that have been funded by the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme are successful the Comprehensive Agricultural 


Support Programme will be successful. Looking at table 4.3.1 (page 60) income 


by costs tables for the four different farms, the researcher is able to conclude that 


the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme is a success on farms 


allocated under the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development in the 


Waterberg District of the Limpopo Province. 


 


5.3 Summary of the Recommendations 
 


• The researcher strongly recommends that the National Department of 


Agriculture has to make sure that the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme pillar (financial assistance) that was not achieved needs to be 


used for the benefit of the farmers. 


• The researcher thus recommends that the beneficiaries have to group 


themselves when they want to access the Land Redistribution for 


Agricultural Development grant. 


• From the researcher point of view that the farmers who want to practise 


the Just-in-time principle should employ operations manager. 


• The researcher suggests that every farm must have operations strategies 


for their farming business. 


• The researcher strongly encourages all farm owners to conduct marketing 


research for their products. 


• The researcher thus encourages all the farm owners to have marketing 


plans for their products. 


• The researcher strongly encourages a regular communication between 


the managers and the farmers.  


• The researcher advises the Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture 


to utilise the Comprehensive Agricultural support Programme grant to 


purchase the advanced technology for farmers. 
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• One of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme’s pillars is 


training and capacity building of the farmers and the researcher 


recommends that Limpopo Provincial Department of Agriculture has to 


use Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme funds to arrange 


training for the farmers for the following courses): basic project 


management, entrepreneurship, marketing operations management, and 


principles of management.  


• The researcher thus recommends that the Limpopo Provincial Department 


of Agriculture should organize training for their managers in the following 


fields: advanced project management, operation management, 


entrepreneurship, and marketing, principles of management and 


monitoring and evaluation. 


• The researcher strongly suggests that both the Limpopo Provincial and 


National Department of Agriculture have to decide ceiling grant for 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. 


• The researcher strongly suggests that the Limpopo Provincial Department 


of Agriculture can employ a project manager to manage the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. 
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Appendix A 
Questions that were directed to the farmers 
 
Section A: Biographical data 


1. Contact person  


 


 


1.1 Title  


 


 


1.2 Name   


 


 


1.3 Surname  


 


 


1.4 Postal address   


 


 


1.5 Telephone number  


 


 


1.6 Fax number  


 


 


1.7 Cell number  
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Section B: Project data 
 


1. Basic project information 
 


 


 


 


 


1.1 Project name 


 


 


 


 


 


1.2 Farm name 


 


 


 


 


 


1.3 Sub portion number 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.4 Number of hectares 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.5 Province 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.6 District 


 


 


 


 


 


1.7 What is the number of  
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beneficiaries? 


 


 


 


 


1.8 What is the date of farm transfer to 


the owner? 


 


 


 


 


1.9 Category 


 


 


 


 


 


1.10 Number of female 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.11 Number of disabled 


 


 


 


 


 


1.12 What is the number of youth? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.13 What was the cost of the farm? 


 


 


1.14 What was your own contribution? 


 


 


1.15 What was your Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development grant? 


 


 


1.16 Did you have a loan bond when  
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purchasing the farm? 


1.17 Do you have a production loan? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Now  1 year ago  2 years 


ago 


1.19 Number of :    


Cattle     


Cows for dairy    


Goats  


 


   


Pigs     


Sheep     


Poultry    


Others    


Number of hectares planted: 
 


   


Field crops    


Fruit nuts    


Herbs/spices 


 


   


Roses     


Others    


1.14 What is your total annually income on 


the farm? 


   


1.15 What is your total annually cost on the 


farm? 
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1.16 What is your total annually profit on the 


farm? 


   


 


 


Answer yes or no to the following questions 


 


2. On farm infrastructure 
 


    Notes  


2.1 Do you have a farm house? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


2.2 Do you have a storage room? Yes 1 No 2  


2.3 Do you have a pack house? Yes  1 No  2  


2.4 Do you have a reservoir? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


2.5 Do you have a borehole? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


2.6 Do you have a fence? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


2.7 Do you have electricity? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


2.8 Do you have a tractor and its 


implements? 


 


yes 1 No 2  


2.9 Do you have a market for your 


products? 


 


yes 1 no 2  


Other assets: 


 


     


 
3. Support services 
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3.1 Have you acquired any agricultural 


training? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


3.2 Have you acquired a loan? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


 


3.3 Do you have any challenges on the 


farm? 


Yes 1 No 2  


 


 


3.4 How much have you received from the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme? 


 


 


3.5 Who developed the project scope? Please provide a 


copy. 


 


 


3.6 What was the purpose for the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme grant? 


 


 


 


 


3.7 Is the project completed according to 


specifications? 


Yes 1 No 2  


3.8 Do you keep records for the farm? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


3.9 Are you making a profit on the farm? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


3.10 Do you have other project in mind? Yes  1 no 2  
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3.11 If yes, how are you going to finance them? 


 


 


3.12 How do you think government should help you? 


 


 


3.13 How do you think the banks should help you? 


 


 


3.14 Have you ever used a micro financing? 


 


 


3.15 Do you find it useful?  


3.16 Do you often need working capital? 


 


 


3.17 Do you do cash flows? 


 


 


3.18 Do you do an income statement? 


 


 


 


 
Section C: Data on Project Management 
 


     Notes  


1. Are there specific project goals for this 


farm? 


Yes  1 No  2  


2. Is there somebody who has the 


responsibility and authority for attainment of 


the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme goals? 


Yes 1 No 2  


3. Did the owner agree on the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme project objectives and 


deliverables at each stage of the project? 


Yes 1 No 2  
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4. Was the owner informed about reducing 


the cost by using cheaper, efficient labour 


or equipment that will extend the duration of 


the project? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


5. Were cost accounts for the different 


activities explained to the owner(s)? 


Yes 1 No 2  


6. Does every member of the Land 


Redistribution for Agricultural Development 


farm has a responsibility to perform on the 


project?  If yes, please provide a copy of 


the Linear Responsibility Charts. 


Yes 1 No 2  


7. Do you have a risk management plan for 


this project? If yes, please provide a copy. 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


8. Have you undergone a project 


management training course? If yes, please 


specify. 


 


Yes 1 No  2  


9. Have you undergone any management 


training course? If yes, please specify each 


one. 


 


Yes  1 No  2  


10. Have you undergone any operations 


management training course? If yes, please 


specify each one. 


 


Yes  1 No    


11. Have you undergone any 


entrepreneurship raining course? If yes, 


please specify each one. 


 


Yes  1 No   
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Section D: Data on Entrepreneurship 
 


1. Have you been in business before 


coming to agriculture or this farming 


business? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


2. Do you have tertiary education? If yes, 


please specify. 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


3. Are your children involved in the farming 


business? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


4. Are you prepared to take calculated 


risks? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


5. Do you have the ability to solve 


problems, as well as tolerance for conflict 


and stress? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


6. Are you able to manage the risk of your 


enterprise by accepting control and being 


involved in the basic aspects of the 


enterprise? 


Yes 1 No 2  


 7. Do you have decision-making skills? If 


yes, what type? 


Yes 1 No 2  


8. Do you have a vision for the farm? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


9. Are you able to motivate workers? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


10. Do you have a positive attitude 


regarding your business? 


Yes 1 No 2  
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11. Are you able to commit your personal 


resources to the business? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


12. Do you know who your competitors are? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


13. Do you know what your competitors are 


doing? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


14. Do you know the position of your own 


business compared to those of your 


competitors? 


Yes 1 No 2  


15. Do you have good relations with your 


employees? 


yes 1 No 2  


16. Do you have good relations with your   


clients? 


 


Yes  1 No 2  


17. Do you know your target market?  


 


Yes 1 No 2  


18. Do you know your target market 


requirements and needs? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


19. Do you have financial management 


skills and know how they must be applied to 


the business? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


20. Do you have a business plan for the 


project? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


21. Have you undergone entrepreneurship 


training? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  
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22. Do you have a bank account for the 


farm? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


23. Do you have a market contract for your 


products? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


24. Have you undergone a marketing 


training course? 


 


yes 1 No 2  


25. Have you undergone a bookkeeping 


training course? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


26. Do you have a marketing plan for the 


products on the farm? If yes, please provide 


a copy. 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


27. Have you conducted a marketing 


research for the products on the farm?  If 


yes, please provide a copy. 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


 


 
Section E: Data on Operations Management 
 


1. Are there specific operation strategies for 


this project? If yes, please provide a copy. 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


2. Are you practising just–in-time on the 


project? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


3. Have you undergone operations Yes 1 No 2  
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management training? 


 


4. Do you have an operations manager? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


5. Does Land Redistribution for Agricultural 


Development beneficiaries have a job 


design?  If yes please provide a copy. 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


6. Do you have a spraying or vaccination 


programme? 


Yes  1 No  2  
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Appendix B 
 
Questions that were directed to the Municipal Managers 
 
Section B: Data on Project Management 
 


 


 


    Notes  


1. Are there specific project goals for this 


farm? 


 


Yes  1 No  2  


2. Is there somebody who has the 


responsibility and authority for the 


attainment of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme goals? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


3. Did the owner agree on the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme project objectives and 


deliverables at each stage of the project? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


4. Was the owner informed about reducing 


the cost by using cheaper, less efficient 


labour or equipment to extend the duration 


of the project? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


5. Were cost accounts for the different 


activities explained to the owner(s)? 


 


Yes 1 No 2  


6. Does every member of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Yes 1 No 2  
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Programme project have a responsibility to 


perform on the project?  If yes, please 


provide a copy of the Linear Responsibility 


Charts. 


 


7. Do you have a risk management plan for 


this project? If yes please provide a copy. 


Yes 1 No 2  


8. Did you have a project plan, monitoring 


and evaluation plan before the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme projects started? 


Yes  1 No  2  


9. Have you undergone a project 


management training course? If yes, please 


specify. 


Yes 1 No  2  


10. Have you undergone any management 


training course? If yes, please specify each 


one. 


 


Yes  1 No  2  


11. Have you undergone any operations 


management training course? If yes, please 


specify each one. 


 


Yes  1 No  2  


12. Have you undergone any 


entrepreneurship raining course? 


 


Yes 1 No  2  
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Abstract 
 


Land reform is divided into three sub-programmes, which are redistribution 


programmes, restitution and tenure reform. The redistribution programme 


consists of Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development settlement and 


non-agricultural enterprises. Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development 


programme was established to redress the imbalances of land owners 


aroused from the previous government and its policies.  


 


A person who qualifies to purchase farms through the Land Redistribution for 


Agricultural Development programme is a previously disadvantaged person, 


that is, an African, Coloured and Indian. If a person belongs to a previously 


disadvantaged group and that particular person works for the government 


he/she does not qualify to be funded by the Land Redistribution for 


Agricultural Development programme.   


 


The National Department of Agriculture introduced a new programme called 


the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme. The primary aim of the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme is to make provision for 


agricultural support to targeted beneficiaries of the land reform and agrarian 


reform programme.  


 


This dissertation proposed an investigation of the success factors of 


Comprehensive agricultural Support programme on the farms allocated under 


the Land redistribution for Agricultural Development in the Waterberg District 


of the Limpopo Province.  


 


The objectives of study were: 


i. To determine factors influencing the success of the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme projects on farms allocated under the 


Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development farms 


ii. To suggest recommendations for the improvement of the 


implementation of the Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme. 
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A case study approach was used to investigate the Comprehensive 


Agricultural Support Programme funded projects. Personal interview 


questions were posed to participants who were the farmers who receiving the 


Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme grant and managers who 


were managing the Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development farms. 


Open-ended questionnaires were used to collect data and four farms 


allocated under Land Redistribution for Agricultural Development funded by 


the Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme and four municipal 


managers in the Waterberg District of the Limpopo Province were interviewed. 


The qualitative approach was used to process the data 


 


The chapter layouts of this research are as follows: Chapter 1: Problem 


Statement, Aims and Objectives of the Study, Chapter 2: Literature Survey, 


Chapter 3: Research Design, Chapter 4: Analysis of Data and Interpretation, 


and Chapter 5: Recommendations and Conclusion. 


 


The analysis of the data revealed that Comprehensive Agricultural Support 


Programme is a success on the farms allocated under the Land redistribution 


for Agricultural Development in the Waterberg District of the Limpopo 


Province.   
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